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ABSTRACT 
Behavioral informati on c onc erning the American 
black bear (Ursus americanus ) is limited . The pres ent 
study was c onduct ed t o  ass ess  various aspects of inges­
tive behavior and visual discriminati on of the black 
bear using two captive females . Information available 
p ertaining t o  the management of black bears in captiv­
ity is als o  limited . Therefore , a large porti on of the 
study revolved around the care and maintenance of the 
b ears in a s emi-natural enclosure . 
The ingestive behavi ors were studied using eth­
olog�cal obs ervations and a longitudinal food preference 
t est . Obs ervations were obtained as the subj ects procured 
and c onsumed f ood items both naturally occurring and in­
troduced into the enclosure . The obs erved feeding b ehav� 
iors were discus s ed in three  categories : foraging , 
predation, and consumption .  The foraging behaviors 
appeared t o  b e  unc omplicated and c onsisted primarily 
of apparently random walking and us e of the front paws 
t o  dig and manipulate obj ects in the encl osure . Ol­
fact ory scanning was int egrated with l oc omoti on and us e 
of the paws . Predat ory behaviors were infrequently 
obs erved but are described . 
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Detailed descripti ons of the c onsumption of the 
native food items (ac orns, blackberries, and grass ) 
were bas ed on motion picture analysis . Visual orien­
tation toward the food it ems was particularly evident 
and is considered an important facit of the ingestive 
behaviorso The b ears were als o f ound t o  be very clean 
feeders, c onsuming very littl e  debris . 
The preferences for two sets of food items (na­
tive food items and non-native food items ) was deter­
mined during a one year testing program . The b ears 
were found t o  exhibit definite scalable preferenc es 
among both s ets  of foods . The preferenc es were sig­
nificantly c orrelated between the subj ects and were 
c ons ist ent throughout the one year peri od . The c on­
sistency of preferenc e among seas ons indicated that 
the naturally occurring diet of the black bear is c on­
trolled by availability of the foods . In the native 
food t est ac orns were the most preferred . In the non­
native food test fish was the most preferred food . 
The foods most highly preferred were rich either 
in protein or carbohydrates . The carb ohydrate prefer­
enc e, unusual for a member of the order Carnivora, is 
c onsidered a functi on of the change to herbivorous 
dietary patterns in the b earD 
The res earch on visual capacities of the captive 
bears c onsist ed of two discriminati on studies . The 
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b ears were t ested for their abilities  t o  perform dis­
criminations on the basis of hue and pattern using 
specially designed methods involving small painted 
c ontainers . The basic task was a two-choic e c orrection 
procedure with food reinforc ement . 
The results of the c olor visi on t esting indicate  
that blue was successfully discriminated from gray, 
green, red, and yellow . Gre en was succ essfully dis­
criminated from gray, blue and red . The acquisition of 
the discriminations was very rapid . The c ons istency of 
the hue discrimination and the rapidity of learning in­
dicat ed that the subj ects were very adept at hue dis­
crimination and, most likely, utiliz ed this ability with 
frequency . 
The form discrimination study was designed t o  
assess  one bear's abilities t o  differentiate and rec­
ogniz e  patterns . It was found that the ability to  
choose the c orrect stimulus was not affected by s i z e  
of the stimuli, c onfigurational plac ement , or the in­
troduction of novel negative stimuli . The reversal of 
backgrounds produc ed an initial but very short period 
of c onfusion .  
The ret ention of the discriminati on was found to 
be  perfect aft er four and eight month delays . The rate 
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of learning the initial discriminati on was als o very 
rapid . It was c oncluded that the bear was very capable 
of making visual discriminations on the basis of pattern . 
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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
As one of the largest and most widely distributed 
carnivores ,  the American black bear (Ursus americanus ) 
has had a full history of inc orporat i on int o the cul-
tures of North America . Acc ounts of the black b ear fre­
quently appear in American lit erature . From Faulkner's 
(1 942 ) tragedy , The Bear , t o  heroes of children ' s  books , 
bears have always been a p opular subj ect . Susc eptibility 
t o  diverse anthropomorphism(� carefree ,  cuddly , p ower­
ful , s inister ) has als o  added t o  the black bear's p opu­
larity . 
Ec onomically, the black bear is quite  imp ortant . 
This species has been viewed b oth as an important game 
animal and an agricultural pest . In many states  the 
blac-k b ear is l egally hunt ed and the revenues f orm an 
important part of various l ocal ec onomies . C onvers ely, 
a few acc ounts point t o  damage by the black bear . Fritz 
(1 951 )  and Gl over (1 955 ) report the detrimental affects 
of black bears upon redwoods in California . 
The maj or ec onomic import , however , appears t o  be  
the b ear's inc orporation into the increasingly expanding 
t ourist trade . T ourism in the areas surrounding the 
1 
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Great Smoky Mountains National Park (GSMNP) is a ma-
j or ec onomic forc e . Cop eland and C op eland (1973 ) re­
p ort that the Knoxville market area ( a 42 c ounty 
area in which the GSMNP is l ocated ) c ontains 8 , 900 
t ourist relat ed businesses  that employ 37 , 482 area 
residents . Although many of thes e businesses  als o s erve 
l ocal residents , it was estimated that in 1972 , 200 
million dollars was brought into  the market area from 
out of the stat e . Of the 17 million travelers int o the 
Kn oxville travel area , 8 .4 million visit ed the GSMNP. 
As indicated by a recent survey ,  visitors t o  
the GSMNP want t o  s e e  bears . The black bear was c on­
sidered a maj or attracti on by a large portion of the 
park visit ors (Burghardt , et al . ,  1971 ) . The p op­
ularity of the black bear is evident from the abun­
dance of s ouvenirs and caricatures f ound in the t ourist­
related c ommunities surrounding the GSMNP. As an at­
traction t o  area visitors the black bear is very in­
fluential and economically important. 
The black b ear is als o  a regular member of the 
zoo  c ommunity. Along with other memb ers of the genus 
Ursidae ,  the black bear is  found in almost every 
zoo and often bec omes a problem, not in maint enance 
in captivity , but by persistent fecundity 
C onsidering the popularity, wide distribution ,  and 
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ec onomic imp ortanc e of the black bear , it is unusual 
that research on this adaptable animal is inc omplete .  
Bray and Barnes (1 968 ) pres ent a fairly c omprehensive 
revi ew of the available literature . Research appears 
t o  have been c onfined t o  physi ol ogy, p opulati on dynam­
ics , and management . Outs ide of anecdotal and gross 
qualitative obs ervati ons , the behavior of the animal 
its elf has not b e en studied . The extent and relative 
importanc e of the bear's s ens ory modalities has als o 
not b e en report ed .  
Leyhaus en (1 948 ) reported obs ervations of an 
American black b ear kept as a pet while he was a pris­
oner of was in Canada . Although anecdotal , this was 
probably the first account of the black bear by an 
ethologist . Perc eptual assessment has b e en t otally 
ignored . The first and only systematic attempt at 
gathering perc eptual informati on on any species  of bear 
was done by Kuckuk (1 937 ) . In his work on two young 
European brown b ears , Kuckuk reports that " all in all 
the c oordinati on of the s ens es is exc ellent (p . 20 ) ." 
The bears were capable of visual rec ogniti on of Kuckuk 
at 30 m ,  and of hearing an auditory signal at 1 50-1 55 m 
whos e human b oundary lay at only 80 m .  They were als o 
quite capable of learning tasks t o  acquire food and 
finding "invis ible" or hidden foods olfactorally . 
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Burghardt and Burghardt (1 971 ) reported on the 
behavi oral development of two female  black bears in 
their first eight months of life . Obs ervations on 
various behaviors such as explorati on and curiosity, 
play, feeding , and c ommunication were reportede 
Herrero (unpublished ) studi ed the behavior of black 
bears in. a mas s  feeding situati on at a garbage dump 
in the Canadian Rockies . Pruitt (1 973 ) acc omplished 
a detailed study of s ocial interactions and their de­
velopment in captive black bears . Play and agonistic 
interactions , and establishment of dominanc e were im­
portant parts of the study . The acc ompanying c ommun­
icative signals of the captive black bears were als o 
described in detail . 
Jonkel (1 967 ) was the first wildlife biologist 
to  include a s erious and detailed discussion of the 
behaviors of black bears enc ountered in his res earch . 
Although brief , this discus s i on is  indicative of the 
increasing rec ogniti on of the imp ortanc e of behavior 
in the ec ological study of a species . 
The pres ent study involved a variety of ap­
proaches t o  the study of the visual capaciti es and 
ingestive b ehavi ors of the black bear . Ethological 
obs ervations and experimental techniques designed for 
us e in semi-natural field c onditi ons were employed 
during the study . The reported res earch is part of 
the author's research designed as a beginning t o­
ward the understanding of the behavi or of the Ameri­
can black bear . 
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CHAPI'ER II 
SUBJECTS AND RESEARCH FACILITY 
Subj ects 
Descripti on 
The subj ect s us ed in this diss ertati on were two 
captive f emal e black bears . The s e  animals were ob­
tained through the National Park Service  after their 
mother had b e en driven away from her den sit e  by dogs 
on April 1 8, 1 970 in the Great Smoky Mountains Nati onal 
Park ( GSMNP) . The exact dat e of birth was unknown but 
on the basis of known birth dat es was assumed t o  have 
occurred on February 1,  1 970 . The two young bears were 
from a litt er of four . A detailed description of their 
hist ory pri or to acquisiti on by this author can be found 
in Burghardt and Burghardt (1 971 ) .  
The two bears were named Kit and Kat e, and shall 
be  referred t o  by these  names in the foll owing chapters. 
Both animals were totally black exc ept for a light brown 
area around the muzzles and within the ears. Kat e had an 
extremely thin whit e 11V11 on her chest which disappeared 
with age . The black c ol or is the only c ol or phas e pre­
s ent in the b ear p opulati on of the GSMNP. A plastic 
cattl e  ear tag was plac ed in one ear of each b ear t o  
6 
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aid in their identification by unfamilar obs ervers and 
from films and videotapes . Kit was given a blue tag 
and Kate a yellow tag . The tags were plac ed in oppo­
sit e ears . 
The population from which the s e  animals were taken 
is c ent ered around the GSMNP and ext ends int o both east­
ern T ennessee  and west ern North Carolina . Due to  the in­
creasing and expanding human populati on, this b ear popu­
lati on may b e  c onsidered restrict ed t o  the s outheast ern 
mountain ranges and genetically is olated from other, es­
pecially west ern, populati ons . As of 1973 no stocking 
programs for black bear by either the T ennes s e e  or North 
Carolina stat e game agencies  have included animals from 
outside this area . However, hunting clubs in western 
North Carolina have releas ed yearly 18-20 bears s ome of 
which were the "brown" phas e .  
Weighing and Measuring 
The two bears were weighed regularly throughout the 
study . At the beginning of the study Kit and Kate were 
5-1/2 months of age and weighed 8.8 kg and 10.4 kg, re­
spectively . Weighing for the first months was acc om­
plished by using a set of bathroom scales . The bear 
was either gently lifted or grabbed under the front legs 
from b ehind . The author would then step on the s cal es . 
By subtracting the author's weight from the total shown 
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on the s cale s, the bear's weight was determined . This 
method, illustrat ed in Figure 1,  was us ed until the an­
imals were t o o  large to  handle .  
The next method for weighing the subjects us ed a 
swing attached t o  spring scales which were suspended 
from a tree . Three, two em wat er pipes were attached 
varying distanc es  parallel to the wooden bas e  of the 
swing for the b ear to us e as climbing aids . As shown in 
Figure 2, a b ear c ould b e  lured ont o the swing by attach­
ing and holding food it ems above the t op bar . Apples and 
raisins were us ed succ essfully • After the subject was 
off the ground, the swing was steadied as much as possible 
and a weight reading was taken . Two to  three readings 
were taken for each bear t o  assure accuracy . The scales 
were also validat ed with known human weights . The 
weights are shown in Figure 3 .  
Measurements were taken of each bear throughout the 
study . This was done by one pers on feeding the b ear 
through the fenc e while either a c o-worker or the author 
measured the animal using a cloth tape measure . The 
measurements  of the subj ects are described and pres ent ed 
in Pruitt, 1 973 . 
_ Figure 1 .  Method of weigh­
ing the subj ects using bathroom 
scales . 
Figure 2 .  Method of weighing 
the subjects using a swing attached 
t o  spring scales and suspended 
from a tre e . 
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Medical Problems and Treatment 
During the study only two illnesses  aside from 
vari ous end o-and ect oparasites  required treatment . 
In Sept emb er, 1 970 Kit was obs erved t o  b e c ome 
sluggish, exhibit a loss  of appetit e, and excret e blood 
in diarrhetic stools . Food p ois oning was suspect ed, 
but no exact causal fact ors were i s olat ed . She was 
given an inj ecti on of a penicillin and streptomycin 
c ombinati on, Di-Pen (Lamc o ), and an inj ection of vit­
amin B-1 2 .  Within three days the sympt oms disappeared . 
Decemb er 4, 1970, Kate  became the first and only 
s eri ous medical problem of the study . Both bears were 
accidently deprived of wat er from the evening of Dec em­
b er 3 until 1 1  a . m ., Dec emb er 4 .  The weather was clear 
and the aft ernoon t emperatures were rec orded at 1 10 C .  
When wat er was introduc ed, Kat e t ook an unusually large 
draught . At noon she appeared healthy but at 5 p . m .  
was found s emi-consci ous and dehydrated . The prognosis 
by Dr . E.B. Jones, DVM, was· an osmotic imbalanc e  or 
shock. 
She was immediat ely taken to  the author's trailer 
and remained there approximat ely 24 hours . She was 
then transferred t o  an observati on shed and remained 
there eight additi onal days under c onstant surveillanc e. 
The treatment was as follows: 
Dec emb er 4, evening 
Dec emb er 5, morning 
Dec emb er 6, morning 
Dec ember 7, 
1 : 45 p . m .  
7 : 30 p . m .  
Dec emb er 9 and 1 0  
Dec emb er 1 3  
1 lit er lactat ed ringers 
s oluti on, subcutaneously 
1 . 5 cc  Azimycin ( Sherring) 
500 ml lactat ed ringers 
s olution, subcutaneously 
1 . 5 cc Azimycin 
500 ml lactat ed ringers 
s olution, subcutaneously 
2 cc Di-Pen (Lamc o ) 
1 . 5 cc  vitamin B-1 2 
2 c c  Di-Pen 
1 . 5 cc vitamin B-1 2 
1 cc  Di-Pen 
releas e int o enc l osure 
A s emi-s olid diet was initially given c onsisting 
mainly of appl e  sauc e and wet dog chow . This was ter-
minated Dec ember 9 becaus e of the resulting diarrhea. 
By Dec ember 7 she was mobil e but still weak . At that 
time it was decided t o  keep her inside the partially 
heated obs ervat ion shed until full strength was rec overed 
becaus e of the danger of pneumonia . 
The only endoparasite disc overed was a cyclo­
phylidean tapeworm (Taenia sp . L . ) . These  occurred 
peri odically after midsummer of 1 971 . Novemb er 1 4, 1 972, 
both sub j e cts were treated for worms . Yomesan (Wyeth) 
tablets were crushed, mixed with honey, and fed t o  the 
b ears . 
Both b ears became infected with Listrophid mit es 
during the summer of 1 972 . This was charact erized by 
loss  of hair, dermatitis and persist ent scratching . 
Sept ember 1 972 the bears were tranquilized and treat ed 
with an oil of creosote  and an oil of rotenone s olution .  
The problem recurred with the introduction of s everal 
wild yearling bears int o the encl osure . April 3, 1 973 
both subj ects were again tranquilized and washed with the 
above s olutions . 
The only other ectoparasites  obs erved were occa­
si onal ticks in the ears of the b ears . The s e  were re­
moved by the author or C .  Pruitt . 
--------------
Enclosure 
Study Site  
The enclosure into which the two b ears were plac ed 
July 1 970 repres ents an eocample of c onfinement within 
a s emi-natural habitat . The site s elected for the en­
cl osure was a second growth, mix ed deciduous forest 
that c ontained s everal large Virginia pines . This s ite  
was near the Maryville Coll ege Environmental Education 
C ent er located in the GSMNP . The area in and around the 
enclosure is nearly level (0-2% slop e ) . The s oil is  
sandy with rock outcrops and natural drainage is  adequat e .  
During c onstructi on of the enclosure no grading 
was done, and the only trees removed were thos e directly 
in the line of the fencing . All other trees and under­
growth within the enclosure were left intact . The trees 
found within the enclosure included black cherry (Prunus 
s erotina ), dogwood (C ornus fl orida ), heml ock (Tsuga 
canadensis ), east ern whit e pine (Pinus strobus ), sas sa­
fras (Sas safras albidum ), striped maple (Ac er pensyl­
vanicum ), sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua ), red maple 
(Acer rubrum), and Virginia pine (Pinus virginiana ) . 
All trees of bas e diamet er larger than 38 em were pine 
exc ept one large sweetgum . 
1 4  
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Design of Enclosure 
An enclosure for b ears must include precauti ons 
against an animal being able to  climb over the barrier . 
Three know methods to prevent climbing are: use of ad­
versive stimuli such as electric fencing, enclosing the 
t op of the cage, and providing high walls without suffi­
cient handholds . This enclosure was designed utilizing 
the third method . 
Figure 4 illustrates the design of the fenc e .  
The total height above the ground i s  3 .05 m .  The top 
1 22 em is  #18 gauge sheet metal, welded upon the fence 
p osts t o  form a s olid, unbroken, vertical barri er . This 
has proven very effective in containing the subj ects . 
The fencing below the sheet metal is  #9 gauge industrial 
grade chain link embedded in 40-50 em of c oncret e .  Al­
though the b ears were proficient at digging and made 
holes as deep as 60 em beside the fenc e, no att empt to 
dig under the c oncret e bas e was obs erved . 
The enclosure its elf is  1 8 . 3  rn square bis ect ed by 
a c enter fenc e (Figure 5 ) . The c ent er fenc e has 3 .05 m 
gates  at each end, one of which was generally l eft open, 
allowing the b ears acc e s s  t o  both sides of the enclosure . 
When nec essary the encl osure c ould be  c ompl et ely divided . 
Each half of the cage has an entranc e gat e 1 . 22 x 1 .83 m 
and side one h�s an additi onal entranc e gat e 3 . 6 m wide 
1 22 em #18 gauge 
sheet metal 
40-50 em of fenc e 
emb edded in c oncrete 
T otal �eight from 
ground, 3 .05 m 
Figure 4 .  Fence design of the enclosure . 
1 6  
1 7  
b 
a 
Side 2 Sid e  1 
c c 
e 
Figure 5. Design of the encl osure. 
a Center fence 
b Gate of c enter fence 
c Entrance gate 
d Vehicle entrance 
e Shelter 
f Obs ervati on and storage shed 
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for vehicle entry . The two gat es of the c enter fenc e 
and the vehicl e entrance of side one are constructed so 
that the sheet metal is part of the gate. This allows 
complete opening without vertical restrictions . 
The erection of the fenc� and the she et metal was 
contracted by the University of Tennessee  to Caldwell 
Fence Erection Company . All other construction work 
was done by the author , G .  Burghardt, other graduate 
students , and volunte ers . 
Collared Trees  
It was  obs erved that althoughthe b ears w ere very 
proficient climbers , they w ere extremely cautious. Sel­
dom would either bear venture out on the high branches of 
the large trees . The b ears were never obs erved to will­
ingly fre e-fall from any height . However , bbth animals 
would freely move from a tree to the top of the fenc e ,  
if the fenc e was within reach from the main bole of the 
tre e . To prevent such excursions , she et metal collars 
w ere placed on the trees  near the fencing. Also the 
large sw e et gum tree was collared to keep the b ears 
from stripping all of its branches off . The first col­
lars w ere . 61 m in height and made of #24 gauge sheet 
metal . As the b ears grew , larger collars and additions 
w ere nec essary . The final collars w ere 1 . 22 m in height 
and w ere plac ed about 1 . 5 m from the ground . 
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Obs ervation and Storage Shed 
An observation shed was designed and construct ed 
by the author in late summer and early fall 1970 . This 
shed s erves as a storage facility for apparatus and equip­
ment, and as ah obs ervation tow er . As illustrat ed in 
Figure 6 ,  the obs ervation shed is a small two-story struc­
ture with windows across  the front of the s econd floor . 
Thes e  windows may b e  swung upward for clear vi ewing and 
filming of activities in the enclo sure . A "moisture­
proof" box was construct ed on the first floor in which 
calcium chloride was kept . This container was used to 
store film , tapes , photographic and recording equipment. 
Figure 6. Side view of the obs ervation and storage 
shed . 
Maintenanc e Apparatus 
Food 
During the summer of 1970 the b ears were fed from a 
vari ety of p ortable c ontainers that included plastic bowls , 
buckets and pans . By the end of the summer the maj or p or­
tion of the subj ects' diet was transferred t o  dry dog 
chow . The d og chow remained as their maj or food during 
the study . Both Purina and Wayne bit e  size  dog chow was 
used . At the time of transfer to dry d og chow, it was 
found that if  the chow was allow ed t o  bec ome w et neither 
b ear w ould eat it . A two-lid hog feed er was then plac ed 
along the c enter f enc e of sid e  two in which the d og chow 
c ould b e  plac ed and remain relatively dry . Figure 7 
shows Kate eating from the feed er . B oth b ears w ere im­
mediat ely capable of opening the f e ed er by lifting the 
lids with either their front foot or nose to obtain food . 
No problems arose from th e immediate  proximity of 
the available food .  The tw o animals fed together for th e 
length of the study and ( outsid e  of d ominanc e t esting, 
Pruitt, 1 973 ) w ere not obs erved t o  fight over the dog chow 
once it was plac ed in the feeder.  Conflicts over food did 
occur and p ertained to  favored food items and situations 
in which only one food item was available . All c onflicts 
w ere quit e brief and c onsisted mainly of vocalizations and 
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Figure 7 .  Kat e eating from a tw o-lid hog feeder . 
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d efensive p osturing . 
A vari ety of foods w ere given t o  the b ears as a 
supplement t o  the d og chow . Several of the most frequent­
ly given includ ed acorns , apples , applesauc e ,  p ears , 
blackberri es , raisins , lettuce ,  grass ,  bread , and fish . 
The s e  foods w ere given to  the animals simply by throwing 
them int o the encl osure . Almost all food additi onal t o  
th e dry chow was c onsumed immediately and , therefore, 
pres ent ed no st orage or spoilage probl ems . 
Drinking Water 
Wat er was available  t o  the animals at all times . 
Both buckets and a wat er tank w ere u s ed t o  c ontain drink­
ing wat er .  Two three-gallon buckets w ere us ed for th e 
first year of the study . Although adequate for smaller 
b ears , thes e did not afford the safety of a c onstant 
water supply . Als o  an average of one bucket per tw o to  
three months was crushed beyond us e .  Both animal s even­
tually c eas ed turning over the water buckets plac ed in 
th e enclosure , but never st opped sitting in the water.  
Even th ough a bath was pres ent , all fresh water was 
greet ed by either stepping or sitting in the bucket (Fig­
ure 8 ) . During this time wat er was carried at l east twic e 
daily from a f ord in the Middle Prong of th e Littl e River 
l ocat ed approximately 1 75 m from the enclosure . 
To insure a more c onstant , clean water supply 
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Figure 8 .  Kate sitting in a water bucket . 
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requiring less maintenance, a water tank was installed 
(Figure 9). A water regulator with a small trough was 
attached to the tank so that water upon demand was avail­
able to the bears. During the winter months an electric 
water heater was placed inside the tank to aid in pre­
venting freezing of the water. 
To obtain water the bear had to push a lever to­
ward the tank. This was always done with the nose. Al­
though the bears were observed to play with the small 
trough and lever, the paws were never used to push the 
lever to get water. 
Bath Water 
During the warmer months a bath was placed in the 
enclosure in which the bears could play and sit. The 
first bath was a children's plastic playpool approximate­
ly 150 em in diameter. Within several weeks this was 
completely destroyed. Early spring 1971 an elongated 
stock watering tank 61 x 91.5 x 45.5 em was introduced. 
Midsummer 1971 a 96 x 127 x 40 em sheet metal tank with a 
drain reinforced with 5 x 10-cm boards was obtained. 
Water was kept in the tank at a depth of approximately 
30 em, and was changed every four to five days. 
Shelter 
Two shelters were provided for the subjects. These 
are illustrated in Figures 10 and 11. The shelter in side 
tank . 
Figure 9. Kat e obtaining water from the wat er 
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two of the enclosure (Figure 10) was open in front and 
back with an angled roof. The roof was 170 x 174 em and 
the opening was 84 em high. The roof was two layers of 
wood with a sheet of polyethylene between to reduce leak­
ing. The polyethylene proved to be a mistake as the 
bears were quite attracted to it. The top layer of wood 
was pulled off and the plastic sheet partially consumed. 
The two bears used this shelter predominately on 
which to play and rest. Until the fall of 1972, the an­
imals rarely slept in the shelter. At this time and the 
winter of 1973, the shelter was consistently used for 
sleeping. Figure 10 shows both bears resting inside the 
shelter. 
Another shelter was provided in the corner nearest 
the entrance to the enclosure area (corner two). This 
shelter was a single platform, 158 x 189 em, constructed 
of 5 x 10-cm wooden boards and 2-cm plywood (Figure 11). 
This den was initially dug by both bears under a large 
half of a hollow log placed in corner two. The log was 
removed and the platform was placed over the digging so 
as to provide more "roof space". A 140 x 80 em hole 
approximately 60 em deep was dug under the platform by 
both bears. The author later enlarged the hole about 
twice the size of the original. Even with the additional 
space, only one bear consistently used the shelter. 
Only during extremely cold weather wer both bears ob­
served to sleep in the den. 
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Figure 10. Both subjects resting in the shelter 
on side two of the enclosure. 
Figure 11. Kit inside the den located on side one 
of the enclosure 
CHAPTER III 
INGESTIVE BEHAVIORS 
Behaviors associated with feeding are often con­
sidered to constitute a large portion of an animal's 
life, yet detailed descriptions of appetitive and con­
sumatory behaviors are infrequently found. Research on 
ingestive behaviors of a species quite often consists of 
qualifying and/or quantifying the foods normally ingested, 
but little else. Such is the case with the American black 
bear. 
From studies concerning the food habits of black 
bears, it appears that this species, although omnivorous 
and classified in the order Carnivora, relies primarily 
upon vegetative foods. In a recent study, Beeman and 
Pelton (1973) found vegetative material to comprise 83% 
of the diet of the black bear in the Smoky Mountains of 
Tennessee and North Carolina. Plant foods consumed by 
bears were divided into two categories: leaves and stems 
and fruit and twigs, the latter making up 66% of the 
total diet. The relative importance of vegetative ma­
terials in the diet did not significantly vary with the 
season, but the utilization of leaves and stems greatly 
diminished from early spring to late fall as the impor­
tance of fruits and twigs increased. Leaves and stems, 
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consisting mainly of grasses (Gramineae) and unknown 
herbs, comprised 76.5% by volume in the spring and only 
11% in early fall. Fruits and twigs, consisting mainly 
of black cherry (Prunus serotina), acorns (Quercus sp. ), 
blueberries (Vaccinium sp.), and squaw root (Conopholis 
americana), comprised only 13% by volume in the spring 
and 74% by early fall. Although availability may account 
for the small consumption of fruits and twigs in the 
spring, the dramatic shift to these foods by the summer 
as they become available indicates a strong preference 
away from leaves and stems toward the fruits and twigs. 
Insects are found to be the major animal food con­
sumed by black bears. Beeman and Pelton (1973) found 
insects in bear feces throughout the year, as did Cottam, 
et al. (1943) in Pennsylvania. In the study by Beeman 
and Pelton the relative volume of insects consumed ranged 
from 1% to 19% with an average volume of 8% from spring 
through fall. Murie (1937) reports, however, that in a 
situation of unusual abundance black bears in Yellowstone 
National Park may feed almost exclusively upon insects. 
Upon examination of 64 droppings in a year of cricket 
and grasshopper abundance, 58 consisted entirely of these 
insects. 
Mammals appear to be infrequently utilized as food 
items. Beeman and Pelton reported that most mammal con­
sumption in the Smoky Mountains consisted of carrion, 
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and that the occurrence by volume is generally less than 
1%. Other studies have shown similar results indicating 
the black bear's herbivorous preference (Bennett et al., 
1943; Cottam, et al., 1939; Harlow, 1961; and Tisch, 
1961). 
There appears to be little literature pertaining 
to the behaviors of ingestion in black bears. Several 
observations have been published, but these are, for the 
most part, included in discussion of the bears' "food 
habits" or diet. Murie (1937) gives a brief description 
of the foraging of an adult female for grasshoppers. He 
noted that the bear frequently overturned bison chips in 
search of the food. Cottam, et al. states that in Vir­
ginia "the black bear is much more of a clean feeder than 
might be expected" ( p. 314). He reports finding little 
debris ( leaves and twigs) of the plants from which fruits 
or seeds are consumed. Chatelain (1950), however, found 
that the black bears on the Kenai Peninsula of Alaska 
consume considerable debris. These accounts appear in 
research on the diet of the bear and reflect the domin­
ant trend of food habit studies in American wildlife 
literature. 
No literature was found pertaining to the behaviors 
related to the procurement and consumption of food of any 
North American Ursidae. This lack of knowledge concerning 
the bear's vegetative behaviors is typical of the 
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information on most mammalian species. Although some 
patterns are known pertaining to the finding,and eating 
of food, such behavioral analysis is not commonplace. 
The present study, therefore, concluded a description of 
the behaviors associated with procurement and consump­
tion of food by captive black bears. Both ethological 
descriptions of observed behaviors and a food preference 
test over a one year period were part of this facet of 
the research. 
I. ETHOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS OF PROCUREMENT 
AND CONSUMPTION OF FOOD 
Foraging 
Methods of Observation 
Delineation of the foraging behaviors was accom­
plished by observations taken from November 11, 1971 to 
April 24, 1972. These observations consisted of 18, ran­
domly-spaced, one-hour periods'in which the bears were 
observed with a minimum of possible interruptions. Each 
observation period was broken down into 10-second time 
blocks. The behaviors were recorded on paper using a sys­
tem of abbreviations and simple figures which are illus­
t�ated in Appendix 1. Various infrequent behaviors were 
not assigned abbreviations, but were written out. The 
behavior of the subjects in most instances was found to 
be very deliberate, especially those pertaining to feed­
ing. Therefore, the 10-second intervals worked quite 
well in recording their behaviors as well as approaching 
the practical limit of note taking. The results of this 
set of observations were the appellation of the foraging 
behaviors observed, and their relative frequencies within 
the recorded time periods. 
During the minimally-interrupted observations food 
was not placed in the enclosure. However, dog chow was 
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available in the feeder and naturally occurring edible 
items were also available, ( e. g. grasses, insects, bark, 
and worms) . 
Food was introduced into the enclosure to verify 
observed behaviors and allow the author a closer examin­
ation of foraging behaviors. By scattering raisins 
throughout the enclosure foraging behaviors were arti­
fically induced which aided in filming and close examin­
ation. 
A Sony portable Videocorder, Model AV 3400, was 
also used to record and analyze foraging behavior patterns. 
Systematic recording with the videocorder was not done. 
This recording system was used to analyze such factors as 
speed of movements and frequencies of pattern repiti­
tions. 
Delineation of Foraging Behaviors 
Analysis of the Observations 
The appetitive categories were delineated by an­
alysis of the minimal ly interrupted observations. With­
in these observation periods, 24 instances of eating var­
ious food items occurred. Prior to each instance of in­
gestion the behaviors within thirty �0-second time blocks, 
or five minutes, were listed. The behaviors associated 
with foraging were separated and the frequencies of 
occurrence of these behaviors were compared with the 
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frequency of occurrence of the same behavior in 24 ran­
domly selected 5-minute time blocks. 
Results and Discussion 
The frequencies of the foraging behaviors prior 
to ingestion are shown in Table 1. The total number of 
time blocks in which foraging behaviors occurred is list­
ed. Of the 720 possible time blocks prior to ingestion, 
foraging behaviors occurred in 508 (71%). The frequencies 
of the foraging behaviors in 24 randomly selected 5-
minute time blocks are also listed in Table 1. Foraging 
occurred in only 214 (30%) of the 720 possible time blocks. 
This high frequency of a relatively small number of be­
haviors prior to ingestion and their lower random occur­
rence strongly supports the delineation of these behaviors 
as appetitive. 
The major appetitive categories delineated by this 
analysis did not appear to be connected with the resting, 
playing and agonistic behaviors. Neither did they seem 
to be related to periods of high anxiety in which be­
haviors such as pacing and fright reactions may occur. 
The behavior patterns delineated as foraging did, how­
ever, correlate highly with ingestion. Whenever food 
items (either naturally occurring within the enclosure 
or present in the feeder) were eaten the foraging be­
haviors dominated the immediate, precursory patterns of 
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TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF THE FREQUENCY OF FORAGING BEHAVIORS 
PRIOR TO INGESTION WITH THOSE OCCURRING 
WITHIN A RANDOM SAMPLE 
Foraging Behaviors Prior to Ingestion Random Sam�le 
Smell closely objects 
in cage 77 11 
Smell air 1 9 
Smell closely the 33 
ground 
Apparently random walking 72 15 
Direct movement 99 32 
Apparent random walking 
and smell closely the 
ground 62 65 
Smel l closel y and use 
front paws 105 6 
Consumption of food or 
water 59 76 
Total 508 (71%) 214 (30%) 
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behavior. 
Three major behavior patterns were evident: ol­
factory scanning, ambulatory movements, and use of the 
front paws. These three general patterns occurred both 
separately and integrated. 
The overt olfactory orientation consisted of snif­
fing the air, smelling objects within the enclosure, 
smelling the fence, and smelling the ground. Several of 
these olfactory behaviors quite frequently occurred in 
conjunction with the ambulatory movements. Two major 
ambulatory movements were observed. These were wander­
ing around and direct movement toward a food object. 
The front paws were used to dig, uncover food items, 
and obtain food by raking it toward the animal. Digging 
and uncovering food was always paired with overt olfac­
tory orientation. Detailed descriptions of the foraging 
behaviors observed are presented below. 
Topography of Foraging Behaviors 
Olfactory Scanning 
The two gBneral patterns of behavior delineated as 
olfactory scanning were sniffing the air and smelling ob­
jects within the enclosure, including the fence and the 
ground. 
Sniffing the air, shown in field notes as S air, 
was considered a non-directional orientation toward a 
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relatively distant source of olfactory stimuli. As the 
bear is S air, it is generally not moving. Regardless 
of body position the head is raised and its nose extends 
upward. This type of orientation was observed when the 
bears were in a variety of body postures including sit­
ting on the haunches, standing on all fours, and standing 
on the back legs resting against a tree or the fence. 
The mouth is either open or closed depending upon the 
intensity of the orientation. If the bear is S air 
rather intently, the mouth is open and eochalations may 
be heard f rom one to two m distance. The inhalation 
appears to be reasonably slow with higher rates associa­
ted with a greater intensity of orientation. The S air 
is illustrated in Figure �2 . 
Smelling objects within the enclosure involved 
varying intensity levels. Usually the bears oriented 
their noses. closely to the ground or objects being 
smelled with little actual contact. Depending upon the 
distance, this was shown in the field notes as sniff 
medium, Sm, or sniff close, Sc. Figure �3 illustrates 
the Sc. With Sc the bear would place the upper lip 
within two em of the object. Further distances, from 
approximately two to ten em, were labeled as Sm. These 
two forms of scanning were considered of low intensity 
relative to the sniff mash, Smh. In the Smh the bear 
pushed the front of its nose firmly onto the object 
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Figure 12. Non-directional olfactory scanning, 
sniffing the air. 
Figure 13. Olfactory orientation, sniff close (Sc). 
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being smelled. The Smh was observed as the bear smelled 
the ground, logs, and pockets of the investigator. The 
presence of food was generally associated with this ol­
factory behavior. 
Smelling objects within the enclosure occurred 
along with a variety of body postures. In addition to 
the postures in which the S air occurred, Sc and Sm 
were observed as the bears were lying down. The mouth 
was usually closed. The inhalation rate during this 
orientation was more rapid than in the S air. Six to 
eight inhalations per five seconds appeared to be a 
consistent rate as the bears sniffed the author. 
As the bear inhales, the lower portions of the 
upper lip extend. The lip is drawn back as the animal 
exhales. Contact with objects being smelled is fre­
quently accomplished with the upper lip as it extends. 
During foraging the upper lip is often used to move 
forest litter. The ears seldom moved during the ol­
factory scanning and were maintained in an outward posi­
tion known as the lateral 450 position (Pruitt, 1973). 
Ambulatory Movements 
Two major patterns of movement were observed: 
apparent random walking and direct movement toward a 
food object. The predominant pattern that differentiated 
appetitive ambulation from other forms of movement such 
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as pacing, running play, and fright reactions was the gen­
eral orientation of the bear toward the ground. 
As the bear wandered in search of food, the body 
line al ong the back and top of head formed an arc. The 
difference in angl e of the head rel ative to the ground 
between food searching and walking not in search of food 
is subtl e, but can be distinguished by the experienced 
observer. A pictorial difference is shown in Figures 
14 and 15. The wild bear in Figure 14 is wal king along 
a roadside in the GSMNP. The head is held more upward 
than that of the foraging bear in Figure 15. The head of 
the foraging bear is more toward the ground. A more ob­
vious indication of foraging was the random breaking of 
stride to smell or orient toward the ground and various 
objects. In the apparent random walking the bears walk­
ed in a Left-front, Right-rear, Right-front, Left-rear 
pace frequentl y broken by olfactory orientation. 
In the random wal king the speed of forward move­
ment varies greatl y. In a fifteen minute video tape 
sequence of foraging behaviors the maximum speed record­
ed was one m per second. The frequency of orientation 
toward objects varies according to the food availabl e. 
When raisins were scattered in the encl osure, the bears 
seldom oriented away from the ground. 
The ear position during the apparent random walk­
ing was the l ateral 450 position, and movement of the 
Figure 14. Wild bear walking, not in search 
of food. 
4'1 
Figure 15. One of the subjects foraging in the 
encl osure. 
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ears was infrequent. 
In the direct movement toward a food object the 
bear moved quite deliberately. The breaking of stride 
and olfactory orientation was not seen. The primary 
orientation appeared to be visual as the head was not 
oriented toward the ground, but was maintained toward 
the food being approached. Thus, the movement is quite 
similar to walking not in search of food. Although the 
direct movement sometimes involved running, the bear gen­
e�ally walked in a brisk pace slightly more rapid than 
the maximum speed of the apparent random walking. Again 
the ears were maintained in the lateral 450 position and 
did not move. 
Use of the Front Paws 
The front paws were used frequently during forag­
ing� Several uses of the paws were observed: digging, 
raking, turning over objects, lifting, and pulling. 
Digging resulted in actual movement of earth and 
occurred throughout the year. Limited digging in an area 
generally consisted of small, shallow holes which were 
often enlarged over a period of time. Digging tended 
to concentrate adjacent to rocks, root systems of trees, 
and the concrete in whi� the fence was embedded. Fig­
ure �6 illustrates the results of long-term digging a­
round the roots of a large pine. This, of course, 
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Figure 1 6 .  Results of digging around the roots of 
a large pine tree. 
would presumbly never be as extensive under natural 
conditions. 
Figure 17 illustrates Kit digging in the enclo­
sure. As the bear digs, it stands on all fours with the 
nose near the ground. The back feet are together, and 
the paws are used one at a time. Overt ol factory orien­
tation to the ground is always integrated with the dig­
ging behavior. The front claws are used as rakes with 
which to move the earth. A front leg is extended, low­
ered to the ground, and pulled back along the ground in 
a single motion. The front leg motion was always ob­
served to be parallel to the body line, and the earth 
was always pulled toward the body. Pushing earth away 
from the body was never observed. 
Video tape analysis of one subject illustrated 
that the speed approximated . 8  seconds per digging move­
ment. After three to four digging movements, the bear 
would stop and Sc or Smh the ground. Within a 10-minute 
recording the digging movements averaged 27 per minute. 
The raking pattern was identical to the digging 
except that only the litter on the ground was moved. 
Raking was used to move the surface litter, draw objects 
toward the animal, or move specific objects such as rocks 
and branc hes. Figure 18 illustrates Kit raking straw to­
ward the den for use as bedding material. 
Both bears were quite adept at lifting and turning 
Figure 17. Typical digging posture for the 
observed bears. 
Figure 18. Kit raking straw toward the den in 
side 2 of the enclosure. 
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over rocks, logs, and other objects covering the ground. 
By bending the claws of the front foot downward the 
subjects could almost touch the front pad of the foot. 
With this mobility of the claws the animals could par­
tially grasp varying objects. The lifting and turning 
over of objects was accomplished by grasp ing the side 
of the object farthest away, and pulling upward and bac k 
toward the body. Although the bottom of the front paws 
of the subjects may be turned wo that they are perpendi­
cular to the ground, flipping of objects by a rotation 
of the foreleg was never observed. Also, the bears 
never lifted an object with the pads of the front foot 
turned upward. All lifting was a continuation of the 
raking motion with the claws turned downward and back. 
The front paws were also used to pull at objects 
such as the bark of a tree. In debarking logs the bears 
were observed to hook the claws of one paw under the 
bark and pull toward the body. The other front foot 
was used for support against , the log. 
Discussion 
In the present study the foraging behaviors ap­
peared to be relatively consistent and uncomplicated. 
Foraging included searching for and orientation 
to selected food items, and was particularly stereo­
typed in the subjects studied. This may seem unusual 
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for a member of the order Carnivora due to the complex­
ity of finding and attaining prey, but is not abnormal 
when the diet of  this species is considered. Predation 
upon other than sessile invertebrates and social insects 
was seldom observed and was not considered a component 
of foraging. 
Although particular behavioral sequences of forag­
ing depended upon the situations encountered, the com­
ponents of the observed behaviors were consistent. This 
consistency occurring in semi-natural conditions indi­
cates that the behaviors described are representative of 
patterns involved in the attainment of  food by black 
bears in natural conditions. 
Predation 
Methods of Analysis 
This type of behavior was so seldom observed that 
systematic study was impossible. Three film sequences 
of predation and several written observations were ob­
tained. These included predation upon flying insects, 
a mouse, and a snake. Sessile and social invertebrates 
which conprise the majority of the black bears ' animal 
food are not considered under this section of  predation. 
Topography and Discussion of Predatory Behaviors 
Both bears were observed to use a forepaw for 
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initial contact with prey animals. In the predatory 
behaviors observed, the prey was almost always approach­
ed by slapping the prey with a forepaw. The bears were 
observed to quickly s nap up an insect in their mouth, 
but generally the procedure was to trap the insect be­
neath the paw. Often both front paws were used in what 
appeared to be attempts to cover and crush the prey. T he 
reaction to an uninjured mouse was similar to that toward 
insects. When introduced, both bears chased the mouse 
with a series of slaps of the front paws. T he bears' 
approach to a water snake (Natrix sp. ) was also similar, 
in that the forepaws were used to initiate contact with 
the snake. However, unlike the insects and mouse, the 
snake exhibited an aggressive defense. During the inter­
actio n with the snake, the bears cautiously raked and 
pulled the animal toward them, but no crushing slap was 
administered. The sequence of approach and paw slap of  
a butterfly is shown in Figure 1 9 .  The sketches were 
traced from a super-B movie sequence. The frame number 
and cumulative time elapsed are shown with each figure. 
The film speed was 1 8  frames per second. The orienta­
tion appears to be visual and the ears remain in the 
lateral 450 position throughout the sequence . 
Eisenberg and Leyhausen (1 972 ) state that the use 
of the forepaws to grasp prey may be considered a recent 
advance in prey capture that has evolved several times 
Frame '1 
Apparent Random Movement 
Frame 9 ( .4  4 seconds ) 
Initial Orientation 
Frame '1 7  ( . 88 seconds ) 
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Frame 5 (. 22 s econds ) 
Frame '1 3  (. 66 seconds ) 
Frame 2'1 ('1 . 1  seconds ) 
Figure '1 9 .  Sequence of butterfly catching activity 
by Kit . 
� -
Frame 25 (1 . 33 seconds ) 
Beginning of Paw Slap 
Frame 30 (1 . 61 seconds ) 
Frame 35 (1 . 88 s ec onds ) 
Investigation of Prey 
Figure 1 9  ( continued) .  
Frame 29 (1 . 55 seconds ) 
Frame 31 (1 .66 seconds ) 
Paw Slap Complete 
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within various orders of mammals . With small prey ob­
j ects , insectivores ,  dasyurid marsupials , and small 
carnivores may employ the forepaws t o  pin the prey animal 
to  the ground before administering a killing bite or 
series of bites . However , only in the Felidae is  found 
a definite s election favoring the use of the forepaws 
to  clasp the prey prior to killing (Eisenberg and Ley­
hausen ,, 1 972 ) . 
Ewer (1 968 ) menti ons another use of the forepaws 
c onsidered unique to the Felidae . Both the serval cat 
(Felis serval ) and the domestic cat (Felis catus ) 
have been observed to crush prey with a downward , slap­
ping blow of a forepaw, particularly those prey ex­
hibiting offensive or defensive behavior patterns . It 
was intimated that the Felidae paw sl�p functioned to  
keep the head away from potentially hazardous prey . 
The bears ' use of the forepaw with the snake appeared to  
serve this function but no  paw slap was observed . How­
ever , when an injured mouse was introduced t o  one bear ,  
she oriented to  the mouse ,  smelled it , delivered a 
crushing paw slap with the right forepaw , smelled the 
mouse again , and delivered another rapid slap with the 
left paw prior to  taking the mous e into her mouth . The 
use of the forepaws appeared to  be to  kill or greatly 
disable the prey prior to taking the animal into the 
mouth . 
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Procurement is also c onsidered a function of the 
bears ' use of the paw slap . With the uninjured mouse 
and the insects the behavior seemed t o  be primarily a 
facilitation of procurement . 
Consumption 
Methods of Analysis 
Topography of consumatory behaviors for ac orn , 
blackberry , and grass were analyzed using super-8 mm 
movie film and miscellaneous obs ervations . A Braun 
N1 20 880 (f  1 :25 , 1 0-80 z oom) , super-8 mm movie camera . 
was used . Kodak 4-x and Tri-x reversal films were found 
to  be the best for filming at the enclosure . Thirty­
five s eparate film sequences were used . All movie film 
was taken at 1 8  frames per s econd . The acorns were in­
troduced into the enclosure by scattering 20-30 upon 
the ground . To film the bears eating blackberries , sev­
eral stems of the plant c ontaining fruit were stuck into 
the ground . Both of these  methods were used to  approxi­
mate as clos ely as possible the natural occurrence of 
the food items . The grass was placed in the enclosure 
in the form of 50 em pieces of s od .  The films were 
viewed using a Lafayette Super 8 Analyzer Proj ector which 
enabled a frame-by-frame view of the behaviors . 
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Topography of Consumatory Behaviors 
Analysis  of the c onsumption of three important 
native food items are present ed : acorns , blackberries , 
and grass .  Thes e  items represent three maj or class es 
of vegetative foods c onsumed in the GSMNP : nuts , berries , 
and gras s es . 
Consumption of Acorns 
Orientation to  the acorns appeard to  c ontain both 
visual and olfactory elements . Although experimental 
evidence has not been obtained as t o  the exact proce-· 
dure of orientation ,  the film analysis indicates that 
the initial orientation is visual . This , of c ours e , 
assumes that the bear is already located in the general 
vicinity of available food . 
Figure 20 illustrates a sequence of orientation 
and procurement of an ac orn by Kit . These sketches are 
tracings from a super-S mm film taken at 1 8  frames per 
second . The frame number and cumulative time elapsed 
are shown with each sketch . Frame 1 is the first ob­
vious orientation toward the acorn . The distance is 
approximately 1 6  em.  Since other acorns are scattered 
nearby and no upper lip movement associated with snif­
fing occurred , this initial orientation was considered 
visual . 
In frame 1 1  ( . 5 s econds lat er ) , the bear is 
Frame 1 
Frame 1 5  (0 . 77 seconds ) 
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0 0 
Frame 1 1  (0 . 55 s econds ) 
0 
Frame 1 8  (0 . 94 seconds ) 
Figure 20 . Orientation and procurement of an ac orn . 
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Frame 24 (1 . 27 seconds ) 
Frame 26 (1 . 38 seconds ) 
Figure 20 (continued ) .  
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approximately 6 em from the acorn .  At this point the 
upper lip extension of the Smell Close (SC ) begins . 
In frame 1 5  the upper lip is maximally extended and 
withdrawn three frames later (frame 1 8 ) . This SC pos­
sibly serves as a reliability check for the obj ect t o  
which the bear i s  orienting . 
Immediately succeeding the olfactory orientation 
(frame 1 8 ) the bear begins to  obtain the acorn . Con­
tact with the food occurs in frame 2 4. The t ongue is 
extended and the ac orn is picked up between the t ongue 
and extended upper lip (frame 26 ) .  The extensi on of 
the upper lip often masks the role of the tongue in 
picking up the acorns . This is illustrated in Figure 
21 . This sketch of Kate is  one frame prior t o  inges­
tion of the food .  The upper lip is extended partially 
over the acorn and the tongue is not visible .  
Details of the orientation and procurement vary 
with the specific situation ,  but the visual orientation , 
olfactory orientation and procurement via tongue and 
upper lip is quite consistent . 
After the bear has obtained the acorn , it is trans­
ferred to the rear of the mouth and chewed . Most of the 
hull of the acorn is s eparated and the pieces of the hull 
are pushed out of the front and side of the mouth . In 
this manner little of the ac orn hull was ingested . 
An interesting use of the front paws and legs 
Figure 21 . Extension of the upper lip in picking 
up an ac orn . 
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frequently occurred . During the initial chewing of an 
acorn ,  pieces were often allowed to  drop on the top of 
the front foot or on the leg .  Later the bear would 
pick up the fallen pieces . However , debris was never 
observed falling on the foot . Using the front feet on 
which to  rest uneaten food was frequently observed in 
the two subj ects . This was als o obs erved in another 
s emi-naturalistically enclosed black bear (R . Jordon , 
pers onal communication) . Figure 22 illustrates Kit 
using her front legs upon which t o  rest pieces of uneaten 
acorn . 
After much of the hull was removed , the chewing 
rate was quite rapid . In eight s e quences in the super-8 
film the bears were obs erved to chew as fast as three 
times per second . 
The body position appeared t o  be dependent on the 
situation .  In the films the two bears usually were 
standing on all four feet . However , lying on the stomach 
and sitting were two other positions assumed . The ears 
were always at the lateral 45° as the bears were orient­
ing to  the food or eating . Frequently during the s e­
quences both bears would orient away from the food to 
varying stimuli in and around the enclosure . At these 
times the ear position appeared to move forward toward 
the sound or obj ect to which the subj ect was orienting . 
Figure 22 . Kit using forepaw upon which to  rest 
uneaten pieces of acorn . 
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Consumption of Blackberries 
The orientation to  the blackberries appeared t o  
b e  primarily visual . This may have been due to  the lack 
of necessity to s earch for the food items . The ac orns 
were scattered randomly on the ground . The blackberries 
were conveniently located on the bushes placed in the 
enclosure . Very few overt SC ' s  were found in the film 
analysis . There was , however , obvious head nodding . 
This c onsisted of lowering the nose slightly prior t o  
movement toward a berry or group of berries . This low­
ering of the head c ould possibly bring the food into a 
clearer field of vision . The head nodding is  illus­
trated in frames 1 and 5 of Figure 23 which c ontains 
tracings of a typical procurement sequence . The cum­
ulative time of the sequence is shown with each sketch . 
The film speed was 1 8  frames per s econd � The berry is 
approached , and grasped behind the incisors in frame 9 .  
Frames 1 7  and 29 of Figure 23 are good examples of the 
incisor bite . The bear then pulls the head from the 
bush and the berry is removed from its stem (frame 35) . 
In this manner very little of the stem becomes ingested . 
The bears used their tongues to  guide the berries into 
the mouth, although berries were als o obtained without 
the use of the tongue . 
The rate of chewing was approximately the same as 
with the acorns . The front paws were used only t o  hold 
Frame 1 Frame 5 
(0 .22 s econds ) 
Frame 9 Frame 1 7  
( 0 . 44 seconds ) (0 . 88 s econds ) 
Figure 23 . Procurement of blackberries . 
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or manipulate the bush . Holding c onsisted of standing 
on the stems of the bush and appeared t o  be used to  
steady the plant . The lateral 45° ear position again 
occurred throughout the ingestio n  • 
Consumption of Grass 
Figure 24 illustrates the procurement of grass . 
The frame number (film speed of 1 8  frames per second ) 
and cumulative time are shown with each sketch . The 
mouth is opened wide and the bear bites into grass ,  hold­
ing it with the incisors . By then lifting the head , the 
grass 1s pulled from the ground . In eating grass the 
mouth is opened much wider than in eating either ac orns 
or blackberries . The tongue was us ed to  procure loose 
blades ,  but intact grass was initially grasped by the 
front teeth without the use of the t ongue . 
The chewing was als o  more pronounced and slower 
in rate than in the consumption of ac orns and black­
berries . The bear very obviously manipulated the grass 
by the tongue during the chewing . The front paws were 
used much more while eating grass than during the con­
sumption of the other two foods . Both bears used their 
paws t o  rake through the grass , hold it down , and lift 
the grass closer to  their mouths . The body position 
varied from standing on all fours to lying on the sto­
mach . The ears were again lateral 45°position during 
Frame 1 
Frame 9 Frame 1 3  
( 0 . 44 seconds ) ( 0 . 66 secon 
Figure 24 . Procurement of grass . 
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Frame 21 
(1 . 1  seconds ) 
Figure 24 (c ontinued ) .  
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the ingestion .  
Discussion 
The subj ects were found to  be particularly clean 
feeders . Although many foods were eaten in entirety 
(� apples , pears , whole fish) very little debris was 
ingested as they c onsumed the acorns , blackberries , and 
grass .  Most debris was either spit out or avoided . 
Thes e  results agree with observations on the black bear 
in Virginia (Cottam, et al . ,  1 939 ) . 
Orientation to  food items appeared to  c ontain both 
visual and olfactory sens ory components . The obs ervations 
indicated that the bears have well developed visual and 
olfactory systems , and that these systems are efficiently 
integrated . The apparently frequent use of the visual 
system als o  indicated the presence of a high degree of 
visual acuity and pattern discrimination .  
II • FOOD PREFERENCE 
Preferences of food items often may be attributed 
to the nutritional requirements and present nutritional 
state of the organism. It has been well documented that 
s election of foods closely approximates the nutritional 
requirements in various species , including rats , swine , 
mice and children (Cofer and Appley , 1 964) . One may 
assume that the preference for one food over another may 
be mediated via a presently undefined physiological­
behavior mechanism.  This mechanism translates the nec­
essary information needed to maintain homeostasis within 
the organism to behaviors related to c onsumption .  Here , 
preference or , in some cases , selective perception is 
c onsidered part of gustation in that the end result is 
the channelization of behavior toward a drive reducing 
goal (c onsumption) . 
However , in many natural situations the food c on­
sumed may not be that which is most preferred . Avail­
ability is an important factor in the quantitative c on­
sumption of foods by many wild species . Availability 
is often seas onal in North America and is illustrated 
by quantitative seasonal changes in various species in­
cluding black bear (Beeman and Pelt on , 1 973 ) and white­
tailed deer (Cushwa , et al . ,  1 970 ) . 
Seas onal variation of diet is well documented in 
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the black bear and availability of food items is c on­
sidered the extrinsic mechanism through which this oc­
curs . Couturier (1 954) states that in general the bear 
prefers sweet plants and parts of plants (bulbs , fruits , 
and berries ) which contain a large amount of carbohy­
drates . If relative food preferences are c onstant 
throughout the year , then availability can be definitely 
considered the determining factor of foods c onsumed . 
However , if changes in preference occur s easonally , the 
variance in diet may be due to intrinsic physiological 
needs which als o ,  most likely , vary s easonally . 
Two , one-year food preference tests  were con­
ducted using the two female bears previ ously described .  
One test c onsisted of native foods and the other of 
non-native foods . The tests were designed t o  quantify 
preferences for various foods and t o  study the seasonal 
effects upon relative preference . 
Methods 
Subj ects 
The subj ects of the experiment were the two cap­
tive , female black bears described in Chapter II . Their 
ages during the testing were approximately 1 8  to 32 
months . 
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Apparatus 
The apparatus used in both preference tests  was 
a modification of the Wisconsin General Testing Apparatus . 
The food preference apparatus is illustrated in Fig-
ures 25 and 26 . The apparatus consisted of two maj or 
parts : a wooden door equipped with an opening through 
which a tray c ould be introduced , and the tray in which 
the food items were placed . The door was constructed of 
2 em plywood reinforced by 5 x 1 0  em boards , and mounted 
on the gate post opposite to the entrance gate of side 
two . Being the same dimensions as the entrance gate , 
the food preference apparatus c ould be swung into place 
when the gate was open . This large wooden door was 
equipped with a platform upon which the food tray was 
plac ed , and a vertically-moving sliding door c overing 
the opening through which the tray was introduced . 
The food tray was 43 x 88 em and was constructed 
of 1 . 3 em plywood G The tray was designed so  that each 
of two glass bowls , 9 . 7 em in diameter , c ould be placed 
under movable screen covers . To obtain the food the 
bear could slide the screen c overs either with the nose 
or one of the front paws . The food tray rested upon a 
platform attached to  the door and could be complet ely 
withdrawn from the subj ect . 
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Figure 25 . Food preference apparatus in operation 
from the side of the experimenter .  
Figure 26 . Kate eating a food item from the food 
preference apparatus . 
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Food Items 
Native Food Items 
Five native foods were tested . Thes e  were white 
oak acorns (Quercus alba ) , blackberries (Rubus , spp . ) ,  
hickory nuts .(Carya toment osa ) , beech nuts (Fagus grand­
ifolia ) ,  and grass (Granideae spp . ) .  All food items 
except the grass were collected lat e  in the summer , 1 971 . 
The beechnuts , blackberries , and ac orns were kept frozen . 
The hickory nuts were kept in a dark clos et . Grass was 
available throughout the year .and was c ollected prior to  
testing . For s everal tests  grass grown inside with arti­
ficial lighting was us ed . 
For presentation the food items were equated by 
total weight . The average presentation weighed approx­
imately 3. 4 grams . Three grams of the food tested c on­
sisted of one ac orn , five beechnuts , three blackberries , 
2/3 of a hickory nut , and a bowlful of grass . 
Non-Native Food Items 
The seven food items of the non-native preference 
test were : fish ( Ictiobus sp . ) , hamburger, red delicious 
apples , canned pears , lettuc e , . cucumbers , whole wheat 
bread and dry dog chow . The fish , hamburger , and canned 
pears were obtained in quantitlf and kept frozen until 
use .  The apples , lettuce ,  cucumber , and bread were 
obtained prior to testing . Th� dog chow was that which 
the subj ects were fed as a maj or part of their diet . 
Thes e  items were also  equated by total weight . The 
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foods were prepared s o  that each presentation approximated 
1 0  grams . 
Testing Procedure 
The procedure for the native and non-native pre­
ference tests was the same . In each test a paired­
comparis ons procedure was used . That is , every food 
item within a s et was paired twice with every other 
item. In each s econd pairing the positions of the 
choices were reversed to c ompensate for side prefer­
ences . The order of presentation of each choice was 
determined by randomly balancing the food pairs . With­
in the native food test 20 choices were presented each 
subj ect per s ession .  The non-native food test consisted 
of 56 choices per session .  
Prior to  testing both bears were placed in the 
side opposite the apparatus . The apparatus was then 
assembled , properly positioned , and the food items were 
placed beside the experimenter . A plywood board was po­
sitioned beside the preference apparatus between the food 
items and the subj ects . Figures 25 and 26 show both 
sides of the apparatus in operation .  Kate was always 
tested first because of the relative eas e in leading 
her away from the door at the termination of the test . 
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The native food s essions lasted approximately 30 minutes 
and the non-native sessions approximately one hour . 
The experimenter used stainless steel forks t o  
place the food items into s eparate glass bowls . Ap­
propriate bowls wer e placed in the sliding tray of the 
apparatus and the screen covers placed over them . The 
vertically sliding door was lifted and the tray intro­
duced . The bear was allowed to consume only one food 
item of the pair , and was required t o  noticeably attend 
to  both choices . If the subj ect did not orient the nose 
to  each screen prior to consumption ,  the tray was rapid­
ly retracted and tbe sliding door shut . Several seconds 
later the tray was reintroduced . This procedure was 
repeated until the experimenter saw obvious head orien­
tation toward both food items . Infrequently the bear 
held the tray and ate both food items . To avoid rein­
forcement of this behavior , the bear received a few sharp 
words and a rap on the knuckles with a stick , upon which 
she would quickly releas e the tray e 
Discrimination of the foods was very good and sel­
dom did the bear uncover an unwanted item . If a non -
preferred item was unc overed , the subj ect wo�ld quickly 
move the head , uncover , and c onsume the opposite choice e 
This s elf-c orrection was allowed sinc e preference and 
not discrimination was being tested . However , if the 
subj ect touched the food item with the lips , it was 
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c onsidered a choice .  
Training 
The training was quite simple and proceeded rapid­
ly . This c onsisted of introducing the tray and allowing 
the bear to  eat both food items . Both bears initially 
rested their front feet on the tray to  eat the food .  
By the third introduction Kate would take her feet off 
the tray immediately after the food was c onsumed allow­
ing the experimenter to easily retract the tray . Kit 
was noted t o  be as cooperative , but exhibited a greater 
level of excitement about the procedure . This was evi­
dent by her frequent whining , pawing at the withdrawn 
tray , and digging at the base of the wooden door . 
A preliminary preference test was given using six 
food items : apple ,  pear , bread , lettuc e ,  cucumb er ,  and 
dog chow . In the preliminary preference test the bears 
were allowed to  eat both food items , and the order of 
consumption was rec orded . Six test s essions presenting 
all possible combinations were done . Although this 
technique did not force the animals into a definite 
choice ,  the results approximated the final results of 
the preference testing for non-native foods . The re­
sults are shown in Table 2 .  After the preliminary tests , 
the paired-c omparis on preference t est for the non-native 
foods was begun . 
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TABLE 2 
PRELIMINARY FOOD TEST 
Results a 
Food Item Kit Kate 
Pear 84% 94% 
Bread 78% 75% 
Apple 55% 67% 
Cucumber 33% 32% 
Lettuce 45% 23% 
Dog Chow 7% '1 096 
aThe seores indicate the percentage of times each 
food item was chosen first . 
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Number and Occurrence of Tests 
Native Food Tests 
The native food test sessions began November 21 , 
1 971 and ended November 25 , 1 972 . During thes e  1 2  months 
thirty sessions were run with each bear . The dates of 
testing are shown in Table 3 .  As is evident , s eas ons 
have adequate representation for comparative purpos es . 
Non-Native Food Tests 
The non-native food test s essions began September 
25 , 1971 and terminated September 1 ,  1 972 . Twenty-two 
tests were run during this time period . As in the 
native food test , adequate representation of each 
seas on is present for comparative purposes (Table 3 ) .  
Results 
The cumulative results of the native food test 
are shown in Figures 27 and 28 . The bars of the fig­
ures represent the percentage of times each food item 
was chosen from the total times pres ented .  During the 
native food test each food item was presented a total 
of 308 times . The estimated scale values ( s ' k ) from a 
least-squares s olution of paired data (Torgers on , 1 958 )  
are shown for each food item. The average abs olute de­
viation from the proj ected model of the rankings is als o  
shown . From the cumulative results i t  i s  clear that 
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TABLE 3 
DATES OF FOOD PREFERENCE SESSIONS 
Native Food Test Non-Native Food Test 
3 September 1 972 1 September 1 972 
3 Oct ober 1 972 25 September 1 9(1 
1 3 Oct ober 1 972 27 September 1 9T1 Fall 
6 November 1 972 Fall 1 1  October 1 97'1 N = 5 25 November 1 972 N = 7 1 3 October 1 971 21 November 1 971 
21 November 1 971 1 5 December 1 971 
1 8  January 1 972 Winter 
9 December 1 971 8 · February 1 972 N= 4 1 0  December 1 971 26 February 1 972 
20 December 1 971 
7 January 1 972 Winter 7 March 1 972 
1 4  January 1 972 N = 7 26 March 1 972 26 January 1 972 1 2  April 1 972 
1 0  February 1 972 23 April 1 972 Spring 
1 May 1 972 N = 7 4 March 1 972 1 0  May 1 972 
20 March 1 972 1 3 May 1 972 
29 March 1 972 
5 April 1 972 2 June 1 972 
1 9  April 1 972 Spring 1 8  June 1 972 
27 April 1 972 N = 1 0  23 June 1 972 Summer 6 May 1 972 20 July 1 972 N = 6 1 1  May 1 972 1 August 1 972 
1 7  May 1 972 1 4  August 1 972 
29 May 1 972 
1 1  June 1 972 
24 June 1 972 
3 July 1 972 Summer 26 July 1 972 
8 August 1 972 N = 6 
21 August 1 972 
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distinct preferences are present among the foods t ested . 
Als o ,  the average abs olute deviation for both bears is 
sufficiently small to conclude that the food items may be 
ranked , and the intransitivities occurring among the rank­
ings are minor . In fact , of the ten food item pairs in 
the native food test , significant preference for one 
item over another occurred in nine of t en c ombinations . 
Both subj ects failed to  significantly choos e between 
hickory and blackberry . 
With Kate the preferences were s eparated into three 
distinct groups : acorns , hickory nuts and blackberries , 
beechnuts and grass .  Both the cumulative percentages of 
selection and the ·s ' k values illustrate the three cate­
gories . Kit ' s  preferences were similar in that beechnut 
and grass were obviously less preferred than the other 
three foods . However , the s ' k values s eparating the acorn ,  
blackberry , and hickory preferences varied only slightly, 
therefore , no distinct division s eparated the ac orns from 
the blackberries and hickory nuts . 
The results of the native food test are similar 
between the two subj ects . A Pearson product-moment cor­
relation coefficient (Siegel , � 956 )  yielded a correlation 
of s 96 between the subj ects cumulative preference scores . 
The choices among s eas ons remained very consistent . 
Visual analysis of Table 4 reveals that seas onal dis­
crepancies are infrequent and that the two maj or preference:  
Fall Winter 
Ac orn '1 '1 
Hickory 2 2 
Black- 3 3 berry 
Beech- 5 4 nut 
Grass 4 5 
TABLE 4 
SEASONAL RANKINGS OF NATIVE FOOD ITEMS 
BY THE TWO SUBJECTS 
Kate Kit 
Snring Summer R ·  Fall Winter s 
'1 '1 4 2 '1 
2 3 9 3 2 
3 2 '1 '1  I '1 2 
4 4 '1 7  I 5 5 
5 5 '1 9  I 4 4 
Summer 
'1 '1 
3 3 
2 2 
5 5 
4 4 
R · 
5 
'1 '1  
8 
20 
'1 6  
OJ ...,:, 
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categories (i . e �  acorns , blackberry, and hickory vs . 
beechnut and grass )  remained unchanged . A Kendall co­
efficient of c oncordance (Siegel , 1 956 )  for each sub­
j ect indicates that agreement among s eas ons is s ignifi­
cantly higher than it would be by chance (p <: . 01 ) e The 
results for each food item pair are shown in Appendix B .  
Non-Native Food Test 
The percentage of times s elected from the total 
presentations , the estimated scale values ( s ' k ) ,  and the 
average abs olute deviation are illustrated in Figures 
29 and 30 . Again , distinct preferences occurred and the 
abs olute deviations from the proj ected models indicate 
that the preferences of both bears were stable .  
Of the 26 possible food pairs Kate significantly 
chose one food over another in 23 of the pairs . She 
made no significant choice  between fish and hamburger , 
bread and apple , and cucumber and lettuc e .  Kit chose 
significantly 22 of the 26 food item pairs . Those not 
showing significant preference were fish and hamburger , 
pear and hamburger , hamburger and bread , and cucumber 
and lettuce . 
The responses of the two subj ects were very sim­
ilar . A Pears on product-moment c orrelation c oefficient 
of the cumulative results yielded a c orrelation of . 99 
between the choices of the subjects . 
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Figure 29 . Results of the non-native food test for Kat e . 
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The choices among s eas ons for the non-native 
foods remained c onsistent , but did not exhibit the high 
degree of stability of the native food preferences . A 
Kendall coefficient of conc ordance for each subj ect in­
dicates that agreement among seas ons is significantly 
high (p � . 01 ) . The only dramatic preference shift oc­
curred during the summer in the hamburger preference . In 
three c onsecutive sessions of the eight s essions during 
the summer , preference for hamburger dramatically de­
creased . The decrease in hamburger preference was as­
s ociated with a change from the frozen hamburger used in 
previous sessions to freshly ground hamburger . The re­
sulting decreas e in relative ranking due to these  three 
tests can be seen in Table 5 . As s oon as the frozen 
hamburger was reintroduced in place of the freshly ground 
meat the preference was again consistently higher . The 
results for each food item pair are shown in Appendix c .  
Discussion 
The two captive bears exhibited a very structured 
relative preference among two differing s ets  of food 
items . Thes e  preferences were well c orrelated between 
the subj ects . Seas onal variability was small , and no 
trends toward seasonal preference changes were indicated . 
In the native food test acorns were significantly 
preferred over all other foods . This finding integrates 
Fall 
Fish 1 
Ham- 2 
burger 
Pear 3 
Bread 4 
Apple 5 
Cucumber 8 
Lettuce 6 . 5 
Dog Chow 6 .5  
TABLE 5 
SEASONAL RANKINGS OF THE NON-NATIVE FOOD 
ITEMS BY THE TWO SUBJECTS 
Kate Kit 
Winter Snrin Summer R · Fall Winter Suring 
3 2 1 7 2 1 1 
1 1 5 9 1 2 . 5 3 
2 3 2 1 0  3 2 . 5  2 
4 :5 3 1 6  4 4 . 5  4 
5 4 4 1 8  5 4 . 5 5 
6 6 6 26 7 7 6 
7 7 7 27 . 5 6 6 7 
8 8 8 30 . 5  8 8 8 
Summer R ·  
1 5 
4 1 0 . 5 
2 9 . 5 
3 1 5 . 5 
5 1 9 . 5 
6 26 
7 26 
8 32 
-- ------ -· �---------
CXl 
(}\ 
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well with the food habits of the bears in the GSMNP. 
When available in the fall , ac orns become a maj or part 
of the diet . Berries , an important summer food item, 
were also  highly preferred . 
Although beechnuts c ompris e a minor portion of the 
diet of the black bear in the GSMNP, they are a maj or 
item in various bear populati ons of the northeastern 
United States and Canada (Pelton , personal c ommunica­
tion) , and may be a highly preferred food in those pop­
ulations . Unfortunately , the rej ection of the beech­
nuts by the subj ects was , most likely, an artifact of the 
experiment . The beechnuts us ed in the food t est were 
found to contain very little flesh . This discovery was 
made after the testing had begun . By that time no other 
beechnuts were available . The small amount of ingestible 
material relative to that of the ac orns , hickory nuts , 
and blackberries may well have influenced the s elections . 
The st orage methods and length of time stored of 
the food items did not appear to  influence the selec­
tions . The stability of the preferenc es among s easons , 
especially from fall when the foods were c ollected 
through the following summer of testing ,  tends t o  in­
dicate that the foods themselves did not differ sig­
nificantly during the test . 
Grass ,  available almost the entire year , is a 
maj or early spring food item . With emergence of other 
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native foods the importance of grass quickly decreases . 
From the food habits of the wild population in the GSMNP , 
and from the results of this study , it appears that grass 
is a utilized ,  but truly unpreferred food . Although the 
relative preferences remained stable ,  the absolute pre­
ference for grass did not . Both bears were observed to  
eat and forage for grass as  early as  mid-May and continued 
t o  c onsume small quantities of this food throughout the 
summer . By late fall and through the winter,  grass was 
refused by both animals .  This occurred for two c onsecu­
tive years . Similar phenomenon was not obs erved with 
the non-native vegetative food items . 
In the non-native food test the two meats and the 
canned pears were the most preferred . A very sharp 
division separated the lettuce ,  cucumber , and dog chow 
from the other foods . The rej ection of cucumber and 
lettuce is analogous to  the rej ection of grass in the 
native food test . The dog chow was never a favorite 
food . Constant exposure t o  the dog chow most likely 
affected its position in the relative preferenc e .  
The lack of seas onal trends and inter-seas onal 
variability in the results of both preference tests 
indicates that volume c onsumption within this species 
is controlled by availability of the food items . Sea­
sonal differences of nutritional needs may be intimated 
from native food studies (� c onsumption of ac orns in 
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preparation for the winter ) , but are not supported by 
the present study . The preference ranking of the food 
items was s o  strong and temporally stable ,  the availa­
bility of food items is c onsidered the maj or temporal 
environmental force directing the gustatory behaviors 
of the black bear . 
The nutritional constituents of the food items 
als o  appear to  be related to  the relative preference . 
In the native food test the acorns c ontained the highest 
percentage of starches and sugars (carbohydrates ) (Table 
6 ) . Preference for such a food would be advantageous 
for weight gain in preparation for winter dormancy . In 
the non-native food test the sh�rp s eparation of cucumber 
and lettuce from the other foods is als o related to the 
total nutritive value of the food items . The lettuce 
and cucumber c ontain the least total nutrients (Table 7 ) . 
The volume and distribution of black bear foods 
(Beeman and Pelton , 1 973 ) indicates that the bears of 
the GSMNP primarily consume foods high in starches and 
sugars . A preference for such foods was substantiated 
by the two food preference tests . However , such a diet 
is greatly deficient in protein .  Fruits and s eeds con­
tain relatively little protein as does other vegetative 
materials consumed by bears . Insects appear to  be the 
maj or sourc e of protein . Considering the available in­
formation,  the natural diet of black bears may be 
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c onsidered protein deficient . Data presented by Jonkel 
(1 969 )  supports this assumption . Captive animals and 
thos e obtaining supplementary feeding greatly outgrow 
their wild c ounterparts .  This growth differential is 
most likely due to nutritional ( specifically, protein) 
differences of the diets . Accelerated growth als o oc­
curred with the two bears of this study which were main­
tained on a protein-rich diet . 
In the non-native food test the high protein , zero 
starches-and-sugar foods (fish and hamburger) were pre­
ferred over the l ow protein ,  high starches-and-sugar 
foods (bread and apples ) by both subj ects . The subj ects 
differed in their preference of pears . The pears , canned 
in a sweet syrup , were less preferred to both meats by 
Kate , but only less preferred to  fish by Kit . However , 
in comparison with the naturally ingested foods , one 
would expect a higher preference for the high starch and 
sugar items . The striking preference for the meats in­
dicates that the protein preference necessary for a carn­
ivore is still extant . The high carbohydrate preference 
is unusual for a carnivore , but possibly evolved as the 
black bear moved int o the forest and became omnivorous . 
The evolution of a primarily vegetative diet along with 
the inability to  assimilate cellulose necessitated a 
strong preference for high starch and sugar foods . 
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In c onclusion ,  it appears that the diet of the black 
bear is mediated by intrinsic preferences , but c ontrolled 
by the extrinsic factor of availability . The highly 
structured and correlated relative preferences indicate 
that food s election may be c ontrolled by specific hungers 
ass ociated with nutritional requirements . Thes e  prefer­
ences , are realized as the food becomes available . In 
natural situations this availability is seas onal . 
CHA:?rER IV 
VISUAL DISCRIMIN�TION 
The black bear has long been considered an animal 
of limited visual abilities , especially relative to  
its purposed olfactory prowess . The American litera­
ture reviewed has indicated that eyesight in the bear 
is poor (Skinner , 1 925 ;  Seton ,  1 909 ) . The above is 
still maintained as evidenced by Wormser (1 966 ) . Un-
fortunately , this information has been accumulated 
anecdotally without experimentation or controlled ob-
s ervation .  The perceptual abilities of the American 
black bear are virtually unknown aside from gross gen-
eralizations . 
Two European sources consider the role  of vision 
in the life of the European brown bear . Couturier 
(1 953 ) regards vision in the bear as a secondary s ense . 
However , he does state that brown bears are capable of 
discriminating bright c olors but not the more tonal 
pastels . 
Kuckuk (1 937 ) states that the brown bear has quite 
adequate visual capacities . He found that he could be 
recognized by the two young bears being studied in a 
crowd of strangers at a distance of 1 5  m .  Although the 
bears could recognize  Kuckuk olfactorally , the behaviors 
of the animals indicated that the visual image played 
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the principle role in recognition . The bears als o  had 
a very rich visual image of a species member . At 1 0-1 5 m 
one bear gave definite signs of recognition of a stuffed 
bear when the following were visible : the head alone , 
the neck and forelegs , and the hind legs alone . 
The present research was designed to assess the 
abilities of two captive black bears to perform visual 
discriminations on the basis of hue and pattern . Develop­
ment of a learning task amenable to  use with this species 
was als o  a goal of the study . The procedures were basi­
cally experimental with varying modifications to adapt 
the tasks to  the s emi-natural conditions present during 
the study . 
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I .  COLOR VISION TESTING 
Color vis ion in the higher mammals is still assumed 
t o  b e  weak , if pres ent at all . As rec ently as Viaud 
(1 960 ) and Gregory (1 966 ) , hue perc eption ,  aside from 
primates , was c onsidered rudimentary or non-existent . 
Unfortunately , such c onsiderati ons have b e en gen­
erated by assumptions taken from inadequate ,  often poor­
ly c ontrolled experimentation on a relatively few species . 
As Ros engren (1 969 ) points out , results obtained from 
predatory animals are not c onsist ent . She lists studies  
on only four species : the domestic dog and cat , the 
raccoon (Procyon sp . ) , and the red fox (Vulpes  sp . ) . 
Walls (1 942 ) ,  in his c ompendium on the eye , menti ons 
c olor vision res earch on only ten non-primat e species . 
All of the research Walls reviewed yielded questi onable 
or c onflicting results . In fact , the primates appear t o  
be  the only group of mammals in which b oth b ehavi oral 
and physiological data c onvincingly establish hue per­
c epti on (Grether , 1 940 ; Ros engren , 1 969 ; and Walls , 1 942 ) . 
Aside from the pres ent study , little rec ent re­
s earch has b e en devoted to non-primate mammals . Be­
havioral res earch strongly indicates that b oth swine 
(Kl opfer , 1 966 ) and dogs (Ros engren , 1 969 ) have a well 
developed ability to discriminat e on the basis of hue . 
C olor visi on in t he domestic cat has b e en well studied 
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with c onflicting results . However , Daw and Perimann 
(1 970)  were able t o  b ehavi orally demonstrate hue dis­
crimination .  They als o found lateral geniculate units 
showing opponent properties and p ostulated the cat t o  
b e  dichromatic . 
The pres ent res earch was a b ehavioral ass essment 
of the abilities of two captive black bears t o  perform 
visual discriminations on the basis of hue . The ex­
periments were designed t o  test for the existenc e of hue 
discriminati on by the subj ects and did not include meth­
ods of precis ely quantifying the discriminat ory capaci­
ties . 
Methods 
Subj ects 
The subj ects for the experiment were the two cap­
tive female black bears previously described . Kat e was 
1 9-31 months of age during t esting . Kit was 28-31 
months of age during testing . 
Apparatus 
Stimulus Items 
The maj or c omponents of the apparatus were the 
stimulus items which c onsisted of 8 oz . ( .24 1 ) trans­
lucent , polyethylene cups . The cups were painted with a 
flat gloss latex paint . Each cup was painted at least 
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twice t o  insure a homogeneous appearance of the varied 
hues . The paints were manufactured by Foy-Johnson .  
Varying shades were produced by adding differing a­
mounts of pigment t o  either a latex paint base or white 
latex paint . The shades ,  or saturations , ranged from 
dark to light for each hue . Forty shades were used in 
the study . Thes e  were : blue - s even shades , green ­
five shades , red - five shades ,  yellow - five shades , 
and gray - 1 8  shades . 
Spectographic Analysis 
The intensity of transmission within the visible 
spectra was obtained for each paint . The 40 shades , 
each painted upon a 5 x 5 em polyethylene square , were 
analyzed by a Bausch and Lomb 505 spectrometer . Light 
transmission relative t o  a barium carbonate standard was 
obtained at every two nanometers between 400 and 700 
nanometers . The transmission spectra are illustrated 
in Figures 31 through �6 . The hues of the blue , green , 
red , and yellow remained remarkably stable ,  varying only 
in saturation ( express ed as relative transmission) . 
The shades of gray als o  exhibited an excellent homo­
geniety of transmission .  
Olfactory Control Boards 
Control of olfactory cues was accomplished by use 
of olfactory control boards upon which stimulus items 
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were placed . Each olfactory c ontrol board was two 
30 x 30 x .63 em plywood squares bolted one upon another . 
A hole the size  of the stimulus item was cut in the top 
board , and a shallow well was hollowed out in the bottom 
piece of plywood . Two squares of copper window screen 
were placed between the boards . During testing , raisins 
were placed in the small hollow under the c opper screen . 
Thes e raisins were not available to the subj ect unless 
it chose to  tear the boards apart . A stimulus item was 
placed on each olfactory control board covering the 
c opper screen,  and additional raisins were placed under 
the positive stimulus . By using the olfactory c ontrol 
boards , raisins were directly beneath each stimulus item, 
but available only under the positive stimulus . Figure 
37 illustrates the olfactory c ontrol board . 
Procedure 
Stimulus Arrays 
Seven combinations of the five c olors described 
previously were presented as two-choice  discriminations 
during the final testing . The two stimuli were placed 
one to  four m apart , and , when possible , equidistant 
from the avenue of approach of the subj ect . Three -
and five-choice arrays were used during the training of 
the subj ects and the modification of the final pro­
cedures . The training and procedure modification is 
Figure 37 . Olfactory Control Board . 
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discuss ed in Appendix B . 
Kate was trained positively to  blue and was tested 
with four c olor pairs . Thes e  were blue-gray, blue-green , 
blue-red , and blue-yellow . Kit was trained positively 
to  green and was tested with three c olor combinations . 
These  were green-gray , green-blue , and green-red . The 
four remaining possible c olor pairs (red-gray, yellow­
gray, green-yellow ,  and yellow-red) were not presented 
to either subj ect . 
Hypothesis testing , such as perserverence and al­
ternation,  was c orrected by the use of chance stimulus 
sequences developed by Fellows (1 965 ) . 
Reward 
For each trial a reinforcement c onsisting of two 
raisins was placed under the appropriate stimulus item. 
The subj ect c ould obtain the reward by turning over the 
correct cup . This was accomplished by the bear pushing 
over the cup with the side of her nos e or , more infre­
quently, with a forepaw . 
Testing Routine 
The testing was done in the enclosure preYiously 
described . Before each trial the subj ect was placed 
on the side of the enclosure away from the apparatus . 
Two olfactory control boards were placed on the ground 
near the center of the testing side of the enclosure . 
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The experimenter would exit the enclosure , obtain two 
stimulus items , and return t o  place the stimuli on the 
proper olfactory control board . The stimulus item t o  
the left of the bear ' s  path of approach was always po­
sitioned first . Irregardless of the location of the 
reinforcement attempts were made to equate all moti ons 
pertaining t o  placement of the two stimuli on the ol­
factory control boards . A clipboard was als o  used t o  
shield placement of the stimuli from the field of view 
of the subj ect . After the placement of the stimulus 
items , the experimenter opened one of the c enter gates 
of the enclosure and allowed the subj ect to enter . The 
experimenter walked along the center fence while the 
bear approached the stimuli . Care was taken by the 
author to remain behind the subj ect and not to present 
extraneous cues as to  the c orrect choice . After the bear 
obtained the reinforcement , the author walked to the 
other c enter gate . The bear approached the experi­
menter . If the subj ect made a c orrect discrimination,  
she was given another raisin . Regardless she was again 
placed on the side opposite the stimulus items . The 
entire trial formed a circular pattern of movement for 
the animal . 
Each subj ect was tested in a different half of 
the enclusure . Since this procedure was used in all of 
the experimental work , both bears became well adjusted 
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as to  which side of the cage they would be allowed to  
enter during any particular test . As  the subj ect was 
performing the discrimination ,  the other bear generally 
oriented toward the gate through which the subj ect would 
return . Both bears were given a raisin on the re-entry 
of the subj ect . 
Length of Session 
The average testing time per session was 37 min­
utes . This represents the time from the start of trial 
one to the end of the session .  The s essions varied from 
1 6  to  1 9  trials . Approximately 1 /3 of the time was 
devoted to  preparing the stimulus arrays . 
Criteria 
A discrimination was considered c orrect when the 
subj ect turned over the positive stimulus item before 
touching or turning over the other ( inc orrect ) stimulus . 
The bear was allowed to correct her response to  obtain 
the reward (i . e .  after initial inc orrect response the 
animal could turn over the c orrect stimulus item for the 
reward) . The bear was considered to  be discriminating 
at a significant level when she responded c orrectly in 
nine of ten consecutive trials . 
Control of Brightness Cues - Stimulus Bracketing 
Since the testing occurred in modified field 
1 09 
c onditions , precise equation of brightnesses was impos­
sible . Such precision ,  however ,  was rendered unnecessary 
by utilizing the procedure of bracketing the positive 
stimulus . From the transmission spectra of the paints 
one could predict which colors would appear lighter or 
darker , under constant lighting , to  a monochromatic 
animal . Figure 38 illustrates the spectral transmissions 
of s everal of the blues and grays used in the testing .  
Irregardless of the spectral s ensitivity of the retina 
of a monochromatic animal , blue 1 and blue 2 would 
always appear brighter than gray 1 2 .  All points within 
the visible spectrum the two blues reflect more light 
than the gray . Conversely , gray 1 7  and 1 5  will always 
appear lighter than blue 4 .  The shades with inters ecting 
curves would appear lighter or darker depending on 
the spectral sensitivity of the visual system of the 
monochromatic animal . 
Selected spectral transmission curves for blue , 
red , and green appear in Figure 39 . The principle of 
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bracketing the positive stimulus is again illustrated . 
Since c ertain c olors will always appear lighter or dark­
er to a monochromatic subj ect , any consistent , c orrect 
discrimination cannot be made utilizing brightness cues 
when the colors are presented randomly . 
Control af Brightness Cues - Variable Illumination 
Stimulus bracketing of the positive stimulus is 
dependent upon c onstant illumination of both stimuli . 
Because of the shifting light patterns in a field situ­
ation ,  an additional control technique was used . In 
addition to  bracketing the positive stimulus , an attempt 
was made to  systematically vary the illumination of the 
stimulus items . Three lighting c onditions were used : 
both stimuli in the sun , both stimuli in the shade , and 
one stimulus in the sun and the other in the shade . Two 
c ontrols were introduced by varying the illumination .  
First , the relative brightness es of the positive stim-
uli were further c ompounded , making it more difficult 
for the subj ect to respond to brightness cues . Secondly , 
with one stimulus item in the sun and the other in the 
shade , the relative brightnesses according to  the spectral 
curves may be reversed . A slightly darker cup resting 
in the sun will transmit more light than the lighter 
cup resting in the shade . By varying the illumination 
consistent discrimination utilizing brightness was 
1 1 3  
further hindered . 
Training of the Subj ects 
The apparatus and procedures evolved during a one 
year t esting period prior to  the final testing presented 
in this chapter . During this time the procedures were 
being modified to produce an efficient and workable task .  
Kate was used for all of the preliminary testing . A 
total of 31 s essions comprised the training of Kate . 
Kit was trained over 1 2  s essions . No procedural modi­
fications were being made during her training . Kit had 
previously been trained in a form discrimination task of 
similar procedure which facilitated ac.quisition of the 
new task . The results of the training s essions for 
both subj ects are presented in Appendix 2 .  
Results 
The s even discriminations and their results are 
illustrated in Tables 8 through 1 4 .  The blue-gray, 
blue-green , blue-red , blue-yellow , green-gray , and 
green-blue discriminations were all c onsistently posi­
tive . Only in the green-red discrimination by Kit did 
the results not yield a positive response according to the 
criteria . In 1 7  sessions of the green-red discrimination ,  
only eight satisfied the criteri on . However,  the cumu­
lative correct respons e was 225 of 31 2 total presentations 
of the green-red task . The cumulative probability of 
Date of Test 
5 May '1 972 
'1 1  May 1 972 
'1 2  May 1 972 
'1 5 May 1 972 
24 May 1 972 
25 May 1 972 
26 May '1 972 
27 May '1 972 
30 May '1 972 
TABLE 8 
RESULTS OF THE BLUE-GRAY , TWO-CHOICE DISCRIMINATION 
FOR KATE 
Stimulus Items Illuminati on a 
Blue (-positive) Gray Left R1ght Results 
1 , 2 1 0-'1 8 Shade Shade 1 2  of '1 8  
1 -5 1 2-1 5 , 1 7  Shade Shade 24 of 25 
'1 , 3-6 1 '1 ' '1 2  ' 1 4-1 6 Sun Sun 25 of 27 
3-5 , 7 1 1  , '1 3 , 1 4 , 1 6  Shade Shade 1 6  of 1 7  
2-5 9 , 1 3 , 1 5 , 1 8  Shade Shade 1 0  of '1 6  
2-5 9 , '1 3 , '1 5 , '1 8  Sun Shade '1 6  of '1 8  
'1 , 3 , 4 , 5  1 2 , '1 4 , '1 5 , '1 7  Sun Sun '1 6  of '1 9  
'1 , 3 , 5 , 6  '1 0 , 1 3 , '1 5 , '1 8  Shade Sun '1 7  of '1 8  
2 , 4 ,6 , 7  5 , '1 '1  , '1 3 , '1 7  Sun Shade '1 7  of '1 8  
Criterion 
� Reached 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
a Illumination of the stimuli is relative to the path of approach 
of the subj ect . 
� 
� 
.p-
Date of Test 
1 4  May 1 972 
1 6  May 1 972 
1 7  May 1 972 
26 May 1 972 
1 June 1 972 
1 June 1 972 
2 June 1 972 
TABLE 9 
RESULTS OF THE BLUE-GREEN , TWO-CHOICE DISCRIMINATION 
FOR KATE 
Stimulus Items Illumination a Criteri on 
Blue (pos . )  Green Left R1ght Results :Reached , 
1 , 3 , 4-6 1 -5 Shade Shade 25 of 27 yes 
1 , 3 , 4-6 1 -5 Shade Shade 25 of 25 yes 
1 , 3 , 5 , 7  2-5 Sun Sun 1 6  of 1 8  yes 
1 , 2 , 5 , 7  1 -4 Sun Sun 1 6  of 1 6  yes 
1 , 3 , 5 , 6  2-5 Sun Shade 1 7  of 1 8  yes 
2 , 4 , 5 , 6  2-5 Shade Sun 1 6  of 1 6  yes 
1 , 2 , 5 , 7  1 -4 Sun Sun 1 7  of 1 8  yes 
a Illumination of the stimuli is relative to the path of approach 
of the subj ect . 
� 
� 
\J1 
Date of Test 
7 May 1 972 
1 1  May 1 972 
1 2  May 1 972 
1 June 1 972 
2 June 1 972 
2 June 1 972 
TABLE 1 0  
RESULTS OF THE BLUE-RED , TWO-CHOICE DISCRIMINATION 
FOR KATE 
Stimulus Items Illuminati on a 
Blue (J2os . )  Red Left Rlght Results 
1 , 3 , 5 , 7  1 -5 Shade Shade 1 8  of 21 
1 , 2 , 4, 5 , 7  '1 -5 Shade Shade 1 8  of 2'1 
1 , 3 , 4, 5 , 7  1 -5 Shade Shade 25 of 25 
1 , 3 , 5 , 7 1 -4 Sun Sun 1 6  of 1 6  
2 , 4-6 1 -3 , 5  Sun Shade 1 7  of '1 8  
1 , 2 , 6 , 7  1 , 2 , 4 , 5  Shade Sun 1 6  of 1 6  
Criterion 
Reached 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
a Illumination of the stimuli is relative to  the path of approach 
of the subj ect . 
� 
� 
m 
Date of Test 
1 5  June 1 972 
24 June 1 972 
1 August 1 972 
TABLE 1 1  
RESULTS OF THE BLUE-YELLOW , TWO-CHOICE DISCRIMINATION 
FOR KATE 
Stimulus Items Illumination a Criterion 
Blue (Eos . ) Yellow Left Rlght Results Reached 
1 -4 1 -4 Shade Sun 1 7  of 1 8  yes 
1 , 3 , 5 , 7  1 -3 , 5  Sun Sun 1 6  of 1 6  yes 
1 , 3 ,4 , 5  2-5 Shade Shade 1 6  of 1 6  yes 
a Illumination of the stimuli is relative to the path of approach 
of the subj ect . 
__:. 
__:. 
--...] 
Date of Test 
1 3  June 1 972 
'1 3 June '1 972 
'1 4 June '1 972 
24 June '1 972 
6 August '1 972 
7 August '1 972 
'1 5  August '1 972 
1 6  August '1 972 
TABLE 1 2  
RESULTS OF THE GREEN-GRAY , TWO-CHOICE DISCRIMINATION 
FOR KIT 
Stimulus Items Illumination a 
Green _(pos . ) Gra;z Left Rlght Results 
1 -4 1 , 1 2 , 1 4 , 1 7  Shade Shade 1 6  of '1 9 
'1 , 3 , 4 , 5  '1 2  ' '1 4-'1 6 Shade Shade 1 2  of '1 6 
2-5 5 , 7 , '1 3 , '1 5  Shade Shade '1 6  of '1 6  
2-5 5 , 7 , '1 3 , '1 5  Shade Shade '1 6 of 20 
'1 -4 8 , '1 0 , '1 2 , 1 4  Shade Shade '1 6  of 1 6  
2-5 8 , 1 2 , '1 5 , 1 7  Sun Shade 1 9  of 20 
'1 -4 7 , '1 2 , 1 5 , '1 7  Sun Shade 1 1  of 1 4  
'1 -4 7 , '1 2 , '1 5 , '1 7  Sun Sun 1 6  of '1 9  
Criterion 
Reached 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
a Illumination of the stimuli is relative to the path of approach 
of the subj ect . � � 
a:> 
Date of Test 
4 August 1 972 
6 August 1 972 
TABLE 1 3  
RESULTS OF THE GREEN-BLUE , TWO-CHOICE DISCRIMINATION 
FOR KIT 
Stimulus Items Illumination a 
Green (pos�l__B]-ue Left R1ght 
1 , 2 , 4, 5 2-4 , 5 Shade Shade 
1 -4 1 , 3-5 Shade Shade 
Results 
1 6  of 1 6  
1 6  of 1 6  
Criterion 
Reached 
yes 
yes 
a Illumination of the stimuli is relative t o  the path of approach 
of the subj ect . 
� 
� 
� 
Date of Test 
5 August 1 972 
5 August 1 972 
1 6  August 1 972 
21 August 1 972 
22 August 1 972 
23 August 1 972 
24 August 1 972 
25 August 1 972 
26 August 1 972 
26 August 1 972 
27 August 1 972 
29 August 1 972 
30 August 1 972 
1 September 1 972 
2 September 1 972 
2 September 1 972 
3 September 1 972 
TABLE 1 4  
RESULTS OF THE GREEN-RED , TWO-CHOICE DISCRIMINATION 
FOR KIT 
Stimulus Items 
Green CEos . )  Red 
1 -4 1 -4 
1 -4 1 -4 
1 -4 1 -4 
2-5 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 
1 , 2 , 4, 5 1 -4 
1 , 2 , 4, 5 1 -4 
1 -3 , 5  1 , 2 , 4 , 5  
1 -3 , 5  1 , 2 , 4 , 5  
1 -3 , 5  1 -4 
1 -3 , 5  1 -4 
1 -3 , 5  1 -4 
2-5 1 , 3-5 
1 -3 , 5  1 -4 
1 -3 , 5  2-5 
1 -3 , 5  2-5 
1 -4 1 -4 
2-5 1 -4 
Illumination a 
Left Rlght Results 
Shade Shade 1 0  of 1 6  
Shade Shade 1 2  of 22 
Sun Sun 9 of 1 6  
Shade Shade 1 5  of 20 
Shade Shade 1 5  of 24 
Shade Shade 1 4  of 1 6  
Shade Shade 1 0  of 1 6  
Sun Shade 1 5  of 20 
Sun Sun 1 0  of 1 6  
Shade Shade 1 6  of 20 
Shade Shade 1 5  of 20 
Sun Shade 1 0  of . 1 6 
Varied Varied 1 8  of 21 
Varied Varied 7 of 1 2  
Shade Shade 1 5  of 1 8  
Varied Varied 1 7  of 1 9  
Varied Varied 1 5  of 20 
Criterion 
Reached 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
no 
a Illumination of the stimuli is relative to the path of approach 
of the subj ect . 
.....:�. 
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this respons e is less than . 0001 which indicat es that 
the b ear was making a c orrect , but not c onsistent 
choice .  
Discussion 
The results indicat e  that the subj ects were capabl e 
of visual discriminati ons on the basis of hue . The 
blue-gray and green-gray discriminations by thems elves 
illustrate the pre s enc e of more than a monochromatic 
system.  The exact type of chromatic mechanisms unfor­
tunately cannot b e  postulated with the available data . 
Muntz ,  et al . (1 966 ) trained goldfish (Carrasius avratus ) 
t o  suc c essfully discriminate red-green ,  gre en-red , 
blue-green ,  green-blue , blue-red , and red-blue c ol or 
pairs . They c oncluded the fish were trichromatic sinc e  
at least three types  of photorec ept ors with different 
spectral s ensitivities were required f or successful dis­
crimination of the six c ol or pairs . Yager and James on 
(1 968 ) , however,  argue that with Muntz ' s  data , a deuter­
anope c ould make similar discriminati ons . The suc c ess 
of the discriminati ons did not nec essarily require a 
trichromatic system.  The critique by Yager and James on 
appears t o  b e  applicable t o  the pres ent study , and , 
therefore , no as sumpti ons were made c onc erning trichroma­
ticity in the black bear . 
The c ol or discrimination ,  however , was quite strong , 
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and c ontrary to  C ourtier did not depend on "bright " 
c olors . The task acquisition was very rapid and the 
discriminations were c onsistently c orrect . The bears 
l earned more rapidly than Grether ' s  (1 940 ) chimpanz ees , 
and at a similar rate as the dogs us ed by Ros engren 
(1 969 ) . This p ositive performance by the bears indicates  
that the c olor s ens e is most likely a strong and great­
ly utilized c omp onent of the bear.' s visual perc eption .  
The existenc e of c ol or vis i on in the black b ear 
does not c orresp ond with the unfortunate generaliza­
tions still in the literature c oncerning mammalian visual 
capacities . It does , however , fit with various obs er­
vati ons of this species . It has b e en noted by the author 
and others (� Worms er , 1 966 ) that roadside bears 
in the national parks are capable of rapid rec ognition of 
a park ranger . This is es.pecially true if the rangers 
are in the habit of delivering punishment t o  the bears 
to  induc e them t o  stay �way from the roads and camping 
areas . Aside from the blue light on the top of the ranger 
vehicles in the GSMNP , the only other 11 obvious " feature 
is the light gre en c ol or of the car . 
Analysis of the foraging b ehaviors als o  c orrelates  
with the findings c oncerning col or vis i on in  the bears . 
The black b ear appears t o  us e its eyesight during in­
gestive behaviors much more than has previously been 
supposed . The food items c onsumed indicate  that the 
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b ear simply does not just smell thes e  obj ects out . C on-
sumption of small ins ects , berries , and scatt ered ground 
foods such as acorns requires  visual expertise  and acuity . 
The pres ence of a highly developed c olor s ens e would b e  
adaptive f or such discriminations . 
The black b ear has als o been assumed t o  b e  pri-
marily a nocturnal animal . Physi ol ogical evidence f or 
nocturnali ty of the b ear is  the well, ,dev�:dbped: tapetum lucidum 
of the eye . H owever , the obs erved feeding behaviors in­
dicat e  that the b ear , in natural situati ons , may feed 
during the light or crepuscular hours of the day, and 
relies  greatly on eyesight t o  locat e  and obtain food . 
A monochromatic retina would appear t o  b e  insufficient 
t o  c ope  with the needs of an animal that feeds by day 
on often small , scatt ered obj ects . 
II . FORM DISCRIMINATION 
Introduction 
Form discrimination research in animals has b e en 
limited t o  a relatively few species . The whit e  rat and 
various primates have b e en extensively studied,  but work 
with other mammals is limited . In an extensive review 
of form-perception literature Zusne (1 970) lists re­
search on only five carnivores : the dog , cat , racc oon , 
weas el , and ferret . Fifte en studies  with intact animals 
were listed as the bulk of the form-perception litera­
ture on the five species . 
Only one study concerning visual perc eption in 
bears has b e en f ound . This article by Kuckuk (1 937 ) 
has previously b e en discus s ed .  Various obs ervations 
indicat e  that acuity and pattern discriminati on are 
well developed in the black b ear . The bears ' visual 
orientation t o  small food items , and the manipulative 
abiliti es exhibited substantiate the existenc e of a high­
ly developed visual system.  
The pres ent res earch was designed t o  add experimen­
tal evidence c onc erning the b ear ' s  ability to  discrimin­
ate form, and the transfer of this discriminati on t o  
vari ous cont exts . Zusne (1 970 ) p oints out that form­
perc eption experiments where the positive stimulus is 
pres ent ed among unfamiliar stimuli after a period of 
'1 24 
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delay have not been rec orded in the literature . 
Therefore , along with the discriminati on tasks a 
f orm-recognition experiment was c onducted . Als o included 
in the study was an experiment pertaining t o  the reten­
tive abiliti es of the subj ect . 
Methods 
Subj ect 
The subj ect of this experiment was Kit , one of 
the two captive bears previ ously describ ed .  Her age at 
the beginning of testing was 27 months . 
Apparatus 
Stimulus Items 
The stimulus items were holl ow , wooden cubes meas­
uring ten c entimeters per side . Ths es cubes were c on­
structed of 1 . 2 em plywood , and each was painted either 
whit e or black using a flat luster latex paint . The 
f orms t o  be discriminated were painted upon one side of 
the cube s o  that the open end of each cube f ormed the 
base of the stimulus item.  Twelve forms were us ed during 
the testing . Eight of thes e  were black patterns painted 
upon a white background , each subtending an area of 9cm2 . 
Two stimulus items were black patterns of 36 cm2 upon a 
white background . The remaining two stimulus items had 
1.26 
white patterns of 9 cm2 painted upon a black background 
(Figure 40 ) • 
Olfactory C ontrol 
The olfact ory c ontrol b oards and procedures des-­
cribed earlier in this chapter (p .  91 ) were us ed in 
this experiment . 
Procedure 
Testing Routine 
The testing procedure was identical t o  that des­
cribed previously (p .  1 06 ) . 
Stimulus Arrays 
Two-choice and three-choice arrays were us ed in 
the t esting . The three-choic e array was us ed during the 
training of the subj ect . The stimuli were placed approx­
imately 60 em apart on an arc of a circle whos e radius 
was 2 m .  The avenue of approach was directly t oward the 
c enter stimulus item. 
The two-choic e array was us ed during the training 
and final t esting . Here the stimuli were plac ed approx­
imately 90 em apart . 
Criteria · 
A response was c onsidered c orrect when the subj ect 
turned over the positive stimulus before t ouching or 
6 0 0 0 I I 
Obj ect Rec ognition - 1 /2 scale 
Size Constancy - 1 /2 scale 
v 
Rotation -
1 /2 scale 
Figure 40 . Illustrati ons of the patterns us ed for the f orm 
discrimination t esting . '""""' 1\) 
-.....] 
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turning over any other (inc orrect ) stimulus items . As 
in the color visi on experiment , the sub j ect was allowed 
to c orrect her respons e . The behavior of the subj ect 
during each trial was als o recorded . 
The criterion for the two-choice  tasks was nine 
c orrect respons es in t en c ons ecutive trials . Cumulative 
binomial probability tables  were als o us ed t o  ass ertain 
probability of respons e in the discriminati ons . Hy­
p othesis t esting was correcteO. by the us e of chance stim­
ulus s equences  (Fellows , 1 965 ) . 
Training 
Tr.aining the subj ect involved five s es sions with a 
t otal of 87 trials . During thes e  s es s i ons the stimulus 
arrays were changed , building upon the c onceptual s ets 
formed by the bear . This was done t o  facilitate task ac­
quisition by the subj ect and worked quit e  adequately . The 
first s ession involved choosing a cube with a black tri­
angle upon it from two cubes  without forms painted u�on 
them. After significant respons 'e in this task , the 
array was decreas ed t o  two stimulus items , and finally 
a circle was introduc ed as a negative stimulus . The 
various tasks and Kit ' s  scores are illustrated in 
Table 1 5 • 
Final T esting 
All final testing involved two-choic e arrays with 
Dat e  of T est 
24 April 1 972 
25 April 1 972 
28 April 1 972 
28 April 1 972 
1 1  May 1 972 
TABLE 1 5  
RESULTS OF FORM DISCRIMINATION 
TRAINING FOR KIT 
Task Score 
Three-choic e , black tri- 1 5  c orrect of 23 trials 
angle vs . two blanks 
Three-choic e ,  black tri- 1 0  c orrect of 1 0  trials 
angle vs . two blanks 
Three-choic e , black tri- 6 c orrect of 6 trials 
angle vs . two blanks 
Two-choice , black tri- 4 c orrect of 4 trials 
angle vs . one blank 
Two-choice , black tri- 2 c orrect of 1 0  trials 
angle vs . black c ircl e  
Two-choic e ,  black tri- 1 7  c orrect of 20 trials 
angle vs . black c ircle 
Two-choice ,  black tri- 1 1  c orrect of 1 4  trials 
angle vs . black circle 
a p = cumulative binomial probability of the sub j ect ' s  respons es 
occurring by chance 
p a 
. 002 
. 00002 
. 001 
. 062 
. 999 
. 001 
. 029 
� 
1\) 
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the black triangle as the positive stimulus . Six dif­
ferent tests were included in this experiment : 
1 ) Simple Discrimination .  The triangle was tested 
against a 9 cm2 black circle . 
2 ) Size C onstancy . This t est c onsisted of four 
stimulus arrays : black 9 cm2 triangle  versus a black 
9 cm2 circle , black 36 cm2 triangle versus a 9 cm2 cir­
cle ,  the 9 cm2 triangle versus a 36 cm2 c ircle and final­
ly a 36 cm2 triangle versus a 36 cm2 circle . 
3 ) Rotation of the Positive Stimulus . This c on­
sisted of two stimulus arrays : the 9 cm2 triangle ver­
sus the 9 cm2 circle , and a 9 cm2 triangle rotat ed 90° 
versus the 9 cm2 circle . 
4) Background Reversal . Two stimulus arrays were 
als o us ed in this t est . The black 9 cm2 triangle and cir­
cle were first pres ented and then a white 9 cm2 triangle 
and a white 9 cm2 circle painted upon black backgrounds 
were present ed .  
5 ) Obj ect Recognition .  This involved pres enting 
the black triangle with s even other forms , s ix of which 
were novel stimuli . The forms in order of their pres en­
tation were : circle , diagonal block , vertical rectangle ,  
inverted T ,  diamond , horiz ontal rectangle , and s quare . 
All f orms were 9 cm2 in area . 
60 Retention .  This involved t esting the subj ect 
at varying times following the initial testing . The 
black 9 cm2 triangle and circle were used as the stimu­
lus items . One t est occurred three months after the in­
itial t esting and the other 1 1 -1 /2 months . 
Results 
The subj ect ' s  s c ores are shown in Table 1 6  • Of 
the 21 1 trials in the s e  six tests only 1 3  inc orrect re­
sponses  were made . 
Discrimination 
This first t est of the final testing was t o  fur­
ther establish the significance of the original triangle 
versus circle  discriminati on learned in the training 
phas es . Twenty-f our trials were run of which the bear 
c orrectly discriminated 23 .  
Size C onstancy 
This next test was t o  find if the discrimination 
depended upon the obj ect size . Only two incnrrect re­
spons es were made of the 40 trials in this t est . The 
criterion was attained within 1 0  trials in each of the 
f our variations . These  results indicate that the abili­
ty of the subj ect to discriminate a figure remains c on­
stant within at least gross variati ons in obj ect siz e .  
TABLE '1 6  
RESULTS OF FORM DISCRIMINATION TESTING 
S1gn1f1cant Positive 
Date  Task Sc ore Discrimination p ...,., . 05 
Discrimination 
'1 2  May '1 972 .. vs • 23 c orrect of 24 trials yes 
Siz e  C onstanc;y: 
'1 5  May '1 972 • vs • '1 0  c orrect of '1 0  trials yes 
... vs • 9 c orrect of '1 0  trials yes ..... vs • 9 c orrect of '1 0  trials yes 
vs e '1 0  correct of '1 0  trials yes 
Rotation 
'1 6  May '1 972 � vs • '1 0  correct of '1 0  trials yes 
y vs • '1 0  c orrect of '1 0  trials yes 
Background Reversal 
'1 7  May '1 972 .A vs • '1 0  c orrect of '1 0  trials yes 
b. vs 0 '1 4  correct of 20 trials no 
'1 8  May '1 972 .Avs • '1 0  correct of '1 0  trials yes 
6. vs 0 9 c orrect of '1 0  trials yes 
Obj ect Rec ogniti on and Retention 
7 September '1 972 vs • 9 c orrect of 9 trials yes 
vs I 9 correct of '1 0  trials yes 
vs I 9 correct of '1 0  trials yes 
vs .. 9 c orrect of 9 trials yes 
.A VS • 9 c orrect of 9 trials yes 
vs - 9 correct of 9 trials yes 
vs • 9 correct of 9 trials yes 
2 May '1 972 vs • '1 '1  c orrect of '1 2  trials yes 
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Rotati on 
The 9 cm2 black triangle and c ircl e  were pres ented 
in the first t en trials . Aft er the t en c orrect responses  
the rotated triangle and the circle were pres ent ed .  Kit 
responded c orrectly in each of the next ten trials . Ro­
tat i on ,  therefore , apparently has no effect upon simple 
obj ect rec ognition .  
Background Reversal 
After the 9 cm2 black triangle and circle  were 
present ed for t en trials , b oth were substituted with 
the reversed stimulus items . Kit chos e inc orrectly five 
times in the first ten trials with the revers ed figures ,  
but responded c orrectly nine times within the following 
ten pres entations . This proc edure was repeated the fol­
lowing day . The reversal resulted in only one incorrect 
respons e in ten trials . C orrect respons e t o  the figure­
ground reversal was rapidly learned , but did not exhibit 
the immediate generalization shown in the previ ous tests . 
Obj ect Rec ognition 
This test was designed to investigate the ability 
of the subj ect t o  rec ogni z e  the positive stimulus among 
an array of novel stimuli . Seven two-choice  arrays were 
pres ented of which six c ontained a novel stimulus . The 
subj ect responded correctly in 63 of the 65 trials in­
dicating strong rec ogniti on of the positive figure . 
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Retention 
The obj ect rec ogniti on test f ormed part of the re­
t enti on testing . This test was given 1 1 2  days , almost 
four months , aft er the figure-ground reversal test . The 
retention within this time span in obvious as shown by 
the results of the Obj ect Rec ogniti on test . The second 
retention test given 349 days after the tigure-ground 
test (237 days f oll owing the first retention test ) was 
als o  s ignificant . In neither test did the subj ect ex­
hibit any trouble in making the c orrect choic e .  
Discussion 
The results show a very rapid task acquisition ,  
and a remarkable  c onsistency of rec ognition of the posi­
tive stimulus item . In the final t esting the subj ect 
exhibited ability to generalize readily with changes in 
stimulus s iz e ,  stimulus p os ition, and figure-ground . ­
This is c onsistent with findings for other mammals such 
as the dog , cat , and macaques (Sutherland , 1 961 ) .  The 
subj ect was definitely responding t o  the triangular 
form as illustrated by the highly positive results of 
the obj ect rec ogniti on t est . 
Thes e  results als o indicate that the b ear has a 
well developed visual system. Although the task was rel­
atively simple  the great c onsistency of respons e among 
varying situati ons and the high speed of task acquis it i on 
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illustrate s  that the subj ect can make rapid and s ophis­
ticat ed visual responses . The results of this experiment 
c orrelate with the obs erved b ehaviors of the two sub­
o ects . The us e of the visual system is not obscured by 
the olfactory s ens e as popular literature has indicated . 
Feeding behavi ors and aboreal capabilities exhibited by 
the bears necessitates a well developed and c oordinated,  
and frequently us ed visual system . 
The l ong term ret ention of the sub j ect was exc ellent . 
With minimal experienc e she was able  t o  retain the dis­
crimination over a three-month and an eight-month time 
laps e . This ability to  retain information may pos sibly 
be significant in the ontogeny of s ocial , t errit orial , 
and ingestive b ehaviors of free-roaming black b ears . 
Unfortunately , both field obs ervations and experimental 
data are t oo inc omplete t o  do more than speculate ab out 
the effects of highly efficient , l ong t erm memory upon 
the ethology of this species . 
Als o of interest was the rapidity with which Kit 
ac quired the discriminations . In the first t est of her 
training , Kit chos e inc orrectly eight of eleven c ons ec­
utive trials . Then from trial twelve t o  the final trial 
twenty-three she did not err . Almost the same respons e 
occurred in the initial triangle versus circle  discrimin­
ati on .  Eleven of thirte en trials (unfortunately part of 
the s e  thirt een trials occurred at the last of one day ' s 
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testing , and part occurred at the very b eginning of the 
next day ' s  s es s i on) were incorrect , then the subj ect miss ed 
only two of the following 1 6  pres entations . The task ac­
quisition was very rapid . Similar results were obtained 
with Kate in the c olor vision testing (Re : Appendix D ) . 
In the initial oddity discrimination of Kate ' s  c olor vision 
training , only 1 4  consecutive trials ( over two s essions ) 
were pres ented until she was responding without error . 
The author acknowledges that generalization of 
learning data from two subj ects is s eldom viewed with 
acc olations . However , even if the s e  subj ects are re­
sponding significantly deviant from the norm for black 
bears ( i . e .  superior to the general p opulati on) the 
learning ability in simple situati ons can still b e  c on­
sidered very good . 
In the c ol or and form discriminati on t esting sim­
ilar proc edures were employed . The proc edures relied 
on the assumption that extraneous cues were minimized ,  
and the subj ects were att ending strictly to the cues 
being purpos efully varied . The success  of the olfactory 
masking of the reinforc ement , and the presenc e of unin­
tenti onal cueing by the experiment er were c onsidered as 
two p ossible s ourc es of experimental error . Both s ources 
of error were considered during the study, and the in­
fluenc e of their extrane ous cues were considered minimal . 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
Several c onclusi ons may be drawn from the pres ent 
study . Becaus e of the divers ity of the pres entati on 
of the data , the c onclusi ons shall be  enumerated . 
1 .  The foraging behavior of the black bear appears 
t o  be unc omplicated and t o  c ontain s everal c omponents 
that are reliably c onsistent . The c omplexity of the 
appetitive behavi ors exhibited by other carnivores 
was not pres ent in the obs erved b ears . Although feeding 
behavi ors are situati on specific , the natural foods of 
the black bear do not nec essitate particularly c omplex 
sequenc es of procurement . 
2 .  Orientation t o  food items is a well c o or­
dinat ed function of the olfact ory and visual systems . 
The us e of smell by bears was obs erved as an int egral 
part of the f oraging behaviors � However , vis i on plays 
a greater role than may have been assumed from the an­
ecdotal literature . When food is locate d ,  the bears 
c ease much of the overt olfact ory b ehavi or . Final 
localization of food items was obs erved to be primari­
ly visual even with very small f o od items . 
3 .  Predati on in the black b ear is  not a sub­
stantial method of food procurement . Orientation t o  
small prey i s  visual and the catching of prey involves 
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primarily the forepaws . In respect t o  obs erved pre­
dation ,  the black bear exhibits b ehaviors clos ely aligned 
with the behaviors obs erved only in various memb ers of 
the Felidae . 
4 .  The black bear is a very clean feeder . Be­
haviors surrounding c onsumption allow for minimum inges­
tion of debris . C onsumption of native foods was ob­
s erved to b e  very deliberate with the maj ority of debris 
excluded . 
5 .  Food preferences  do exist in the b ear and can 
b e  successfully ranked using a modified Wisc onsin Gen­
eral Test Apparatus . The preferenc es do not vary s ea­
s onally indicating that availability c ontrols c onsump­
tion in the natural habitat , and not intrinsic prefer­
enc e changes among s eas ons . 
6 .  The most highly preferred foods in b oth t ests 
were rich in either protein or carbohydrates . A high 
protein preferenc e would be expected from a member of 
the Carnivora , but the carbohydrate  preferenc e is s ome­
what unusual . This carb ohydrat e preference is prob­
ably a functi on of the change from a carnivorous t o  
basically herbivorous diet in the b ear . The carbohy­
drat e preference als o int egrates well with the protein­
deficient naturally occurring diet of the black bear . 
7 .  Black bears are capable of making c omplex 
visual discrimination .  B oth hue and patt ern 
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discrimination are well developed in this species . The 
rapid rate of learning the tasks and the consistency of 
the performance indicate that the bears possess  a well 
developed visual syst em .. The exhibited ingestive be­
haviors indicate that vision plays an important role , 
as supported by the visual discrimination studies . 
8 .  Retention in the black bear is excellent . 
Not only are the animals capable of making rapid visual 
discrimination ,  they are capable of long term memory of 
the task . The retentive powers may be related to the 
high degree of persistence exhibited by the subj ects 
during the experimental work . 
Throughout the study the subj ects were maintained 
in a semi-naturalistic enclosure $ In this encl osure 
the sens ory experienc es for the captive bears closely 
approximated that of wild members of the species . Al­
though the basic goal of the research is the understand­
ing of the behavior of free-roaming bears , field ob­
servations on this s ocially s olitary and naturally 
secretive animal are very difficult to acc omplish u 
The detailed analysis of various behaviors acc omplished 
in the study would have been greatly restricted in a 
completely natural situation .  The detailed analysis 
of behavior and perception in captive bears is a use­
ful precurs or and reference for res earch of wild black 
bears � 
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As previ ously indicated within this text , b e­
havioral and perc eptual research on the black bear has 
been extremely limited . The present study has c onsidered 
s everal aspects of the bear ' s  behavi or . It is clear 
that the black bear is an int elligent animal with well 
developed s ens ory abilities . The results als o indicat e  
that the b ear has been greatly affect ed by the transi­
tion to an omnivorous diet . 
This study inc orporated s everal approaches t o  the 
study of behavior . Res earch on a little studied species 
benefits from the us e of b oth obs ervati onal and experi­
mental methods . 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS USED 
IN UNINTERRUPTED OBSERVATIONS 
A:mb"u.lat ory Movements 
-----? movement toward an apparent 
0 random movement 
� running 
p pacing 
i climb tree 
� enter den 
...-? exit den 
Body Postures 
r-l standing on all f our feet 
J standing on back f e et 
� sitting up 
goal 
resting with st omach on ground and legs 
:::::::.� under b ody 
<- leaning back from a sitting position 
� lying on back 
------- lying on 3id.e 
,Qlfact ory 
Sc smell clos ely 
Sm smell med.�um 
Sf smell far 
S air smell air 
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Play 
p play 
ip initiate play 
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pj 
pp 
j aw play 
paw play 
other 
involves primarily muzzle c ontact 
pw wrestling 
involves primarily pawing at each 
s fb side fac e bite - holding the other b ear by the 
s ide of the fac e ,  often mutual 
Us e of Paws 
rake raking obj ects in enclosure 
dig digging 
TO turning over obj ects with the front f e et 
scratch scratching s elf 
Vis·11al 
0 --"?  orient t o  an obj ect 
LID l o ok in den 
Mi sc ellaneous 
g ground 
C c orner of enclosure , always suffixed with the 
number or lett er of the c orner referrenc ed 
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APPENDIX C ( c ontinued ) 
Ratio of Timesa Ratio  of Timssa 
Food It em Pair.s Chos en � Kate £__ .. 05 __9h?,s en - Kit _£ . 05 
Pear-C--.lcumber 
Pear-Lettuce 
Pear-Dog Chow 
Bread-Applec 
Bread-Cucumber 
Bread-Lettuc e 
Bread-Dog Chow 
Appl e-Cucumber 
Apple-Lettuce 
Apple-Dog Chow 
Cucumber-Lettuc e 
Cucumb er-Dog Chow 
Lettuc e-Dog Chow 
4.'J;·2 . L  � 
43/1 
44/0 
21 /23 
4''/" C:. C. 
41 /3 
44/0 
38/6 
40/4 
44/0 
23/21 
34/1 0 
32/1 2 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
42/2 
43/1 
43/1 
33/1 1 
42/2 
40/4 
43/1 
43/1 
41 /3 
40/4 
24/20 
39/5 
37/7 
a T otal nu.mber of pres entati ons of each food item pair 
b Probability of s el e ct i on was obtained by us e of cumulative 
pinomial probability tables . 
e Preference reversal between the two subj ects . 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
� 
\J1 
� 
APPENDIX D 
TRAINING OF THE SUBJECTS AND PROCEDURAL MODIFICATIONS 
OF THE COLOR VISION TESTING 
s��bj ect One - Kate 
Thirty- one s essi ons extending from August 2'1 , '1 97'1 
t o  Apri l 23 , '1 972 , c ompris ed the training of subj ect one 
and the proc edural modificati ons of the c ol or vision test . 
During the training four phases of t esting occurred . 
Phas es one , two , and three were primarily c oncerned with 
establishing the existenc e of hue dis criminati on ,  and 
training the subj ect t o  the experimental task .. Phas e 
four was primarily c onc erned with the introduct i on of 
olfact ory and brightness c ontrols . The results are pre-
s ented and discus s ed below .  
Phase  One - Oddity Discrimination 
Six sessions were administered during this s ection . 
The first two s e s s i ons were thre e-choice  discriminations . 
The p o s itive stimulus was a cup painted blue .. The nega-
ti ve stirnu.li were unpaint ed cups of the same size  and 
shape � As i s  shown in Table D-'1 , the b ear learned very 
quickly to choos e the paint ed cup � The oddity c onc ept 
was apparently learned by the sec ond s ession .  The nega­
tive results from the s ec ond part of the sec ond t est are 
most likely due to b oth the change in proc edure ( i .. e .. from 
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TABLE D-1 
PHASE ONE - ODDITY DISCRIMINATION 
Stimulus a Results Signif-
Date ArraJ_ C orrect/Total icance 
21 August 1 9Tl Three Choice 8 of 1 8  
25 Au.gust 1 97/1 Three Choic e '1 0  of 1 2  + 
Five Choic e 2 of 5 
25 Sept ember '1 97'1 Five Choic e '1 0  of 1 5  
26 September 1 9'7'1 Five Choic e 1 2  of '1 5 + 
27 September 1 9'7/1 Five Choic e 1 3  of 1 5  + 
29 September 1 97'1 Five Choice '1 0  of 1 0  + 
a Positive stimulus was a blue p olyethylene cup 
placed in arrays of unpaint ed polyethylene cups . 
three-choic e t o  five-choic e  arrays ) and the lack of suffi-
cient trials . 
Phas e  Two - Oddity Discrimination Varying the Negative 
Stimuli 
In this phase each trial matched the same blue 
against four grays of the same shade in a five-choic e  
array .. The shades of the grays were varied among s es-
s i ons but not within the same testing s ession g  Seven 
.shades of gray were us ed ranging from very light to very 
dark e The results of this t esting indicated that the 
bear had little difficulty in choosing the blue stimu-
lus item from arrays varying with each test o Table D-2 
c ontains the results and the arrangement of pres entation 
of the various shades of grays . Here , gray #1 was 
white and gray #1 1 was black with nine intermediate 
shades $ 
Pbas e  Three - Hue Discriminati on 
The f oll owing tests matched th e blue stimulus 
it em against four grays differing in shade in a five-
choice array . Thus , in this situati on ,  the discrimin-
ation rnu.st b e  made s olely on the basis of hue . As in 
all previous t esting the paints us ed were from the first 
s et of paint mixes discuss ed previously .. The c onsist ent 
display of significant discriminations strongly indi-
cat ed that the subj ect had chos en the hue to which to  
TABLE D-2 
PHASE T\VO - CDDI'I:Y DI.SCRIJYIIN AT ION 
VARYING T}I.E NEGJ\.TIV-"E ;:n' E'�JLI 
U nrewarded.a Re sults 
Dat e Stimnlus It ems C orreet/Total --'------
30 Sept e mb e r  -1 9?'1 'Jrc.paint ed Cups 3 of 3 
Cup.e pa:Lr.�.·t e,i 6 of /1 2 Gray lt1 
2 Oc t ob P r  ·! 97·1 Gray #1 6 of 8 
GI·ay tr ;r) ? of 9 
5 Oc t ob o_� "! 9?•'1 3-ray #,{1 9 of "1 2  
Gray #3 q of "i Q  / 5 Oc -r ob 2 -:- '! ()!?/� 
6 Oct ob er " 1 9'(· 1 Gray #3 ·: 1 of 2J 
u r�aj'" f/:.r:; '1 3 of '1 5 , , ..; ,.... Oc t ob e r  ' 1 9?"1 0 
7 Oct ober· 'j 9?•1 Gr·a-y· - ' 'f"l lf (  1 3  of /) 9  
1 '1 Oct ob er "i C)'V; I � I 1 Gray #9 1 2  of "1 5 
'1 2  Oc t cb c: r  /! 9j7·'� C-ra�r 'l--1 1 1f ' . '1 3  of 1 5  
GrEt�'l" #2 /1 () of -'1 5 I V  " ?  Oc t ob e r  /! 9·7/1 1 -
Si.gnif-· 
icanc e 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-----=--=--=--=--_______ ;:::::=- -- ---- ---•• .::...---===-=:::.:::.::;.::-_-· -;:::-.==_-__ _ 
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respond and was not utilizing brightness  cues . The re­
sults are shown in Table D-3 .  
This s ection of t esting terminated the experi­
ments for the winter o The great drop in food c onsump­
t i on ass ociated with the time of year , made it impossible 
to motivate the subj ect adequately for testing .. 
Phas e Four - Final Testing 
This phas e was begun three months following Phase  
Three in  early March Q The testing involved all new stim­
ulus items painted with the s ec ond s et of paint mixes , 
introduction of the olfactory c ontrol b oards , and , for 
the first time , variati on of the shade of the positive 
,stimulus . The f ood reward was als o changed from apple 
slices to raisins .. The stimulus items for each five­
choice  array or trial were s elected randomly from the 
s even shades of blue and 1 8  shades of gray . 
Unlike most of the earlier testing , the maj ority 
of the s es s i ons in this phase  did not show s ignificant 
discriminat:bn � Of the eleven tests only four illus­
trated that tb e b ear was significantly choosing the c or­
rect stimulus :item .. Although the respons e was well 
ab ove chanc e level for a five-choic e discriminati on 
(60% c orrect respons e ) ,  it did not meet the criteria , 
and was definitely inferi or t o  the earlier t ests . The 
various modifications in apparatus and proc edure , and 
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TABLE D-3 
PHASE THREE - HUE DISCRIMINATION 
Unrewardeda Results Signif-
Dat e  Stimulus Items C orrect/Total icanc.e 
1 3  October 1 9'?1 Grays #2 , #3 , #5 , #7 '1 3 of 1 5  + 
'1 "7. · ../  Oct ober /1 9T! Grays #4, #6 , #8 , #'1 1  1 2  of 1 4  + 
20 Oc t ob er 1 9?'1 Grays #1 through#"] /1 1 5  of 20 + 
1 -1  De c emb er /1 97/1 Grays #'1 , #3 , #5 , #6 1 3  of /1 5  + 
a All stimul:J.s arrays were five-choice with one 
shade of blue as a positive stimulus . 
the time span from the last t esting may have c ontrib­
uted t o  thes e  results (Table D-ijj . 
Date 
;1 -'! March /1 9'72 
/! ':) I c. March /1 972 
'1 2 March /1 972 
1 3  March 1 972 
1 4  March '1 972 
1 4  March /1 972 
22 March '1 9 '72 
23 Marcl1 ;1 972 
-'1 9 April '1 9 ?2 
2 1  April 1 972 
') 7:: L. J April -'1 972 
TABLE 
PHASE FOJR - FINAL TRAINING 
Results a 
Correct/Total 
9 of "1 4 
2 of 5 
8 of 1 5  
Yl of 1 5  
1 2  of 1 5 
1 0  of 20 
4 of "'1 0 
7:: of '1 0 / 
·! 3 of ·1 8 
1 9  of 27 
/1 8 of 23 
Signif­
icance 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Testing 
Mod ificat i ons 
Change reward from 
apple slices t o  
rai s ins 
Introducti on of 
olfact ory c ontrol 
b oards 
Introducti on of 
rai s ins under 
screen of olfac­
t ory c ontrol b oards 
a Positive stim;�lus was s elected rand omly from 
s t:-ven shadrss of bl-u.rs and the unrewarded stimt.lli were 
s ele ct ed randomly from '1 8  shades of gray .. All s timulus 
arrays were five-choic e .  
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Subj ect Two - Kit 
Kit was tested over a f our month period c oinciding 
with the end of the s es s i ons with Kat e G No proc edural 
modifications were involved in the testing with Kit ,. 
Al.E o �  sub j ect two had previously been trained in a 
f orm disc riminati on task of similar proc edure , and , 
thsrefore , the training c onsisted of only 1 2  s essions . 
Kit was trained t o  respond p ositively t o  green 
from an array of graya . Two- , three- , and five­
choice discriminati on tasks were �s ed e Five shades of 
green and /1 8 shades of gray were us ed during the train­
ing .. As s oon as significant discrimination was obtained 
in three c ons ecutive two-choice discriminati on s essions , 
the training phase  was c oncluded . The results are 
ill.ustrated in Table D-5 .  
TABLE D-5 
RESULTS OF THE TRAINING PHASE FOR KIT 
Stim-:J.l-u.s Results Signif- Stimulus It ems 
Date Array C o:rrectLTotal icanc e Pos itive Un:rewarded 
26 May 1 972 Thre e-choic e 0 of 3 - Green #4 Gray #8 , #9 
27 May 1 972 Three-Ghoic e 5 of 1 5  - Green #4 Gray #8 , #1 0  
27 May 1 972 Three-choic e 8 of ·1 1 - Gre en #5 Gray #1 6 , #1 7  
28 May 1 972 Two-choic; e 32 of 42 + Green #5 Gray #2 , #5 , #1 0 , #1 6  
1 June 1 972 Two-choice 9 of 1 8  - Green #1 , #4 , #5 Gray #2 , #1 0 , #1 7  
� 8 June 1 972 Two-choic e 
Ol 
5 of 1 1  - Gre en #1 , #4 , #5 Gray #2 , #1 0 , #1 7  
0 8 June 1 972 Five-choic e 1 2  of 20 - Green #3 Gray #4, #7 , #1 3 , #1 8  
8 June 1 972 Five-choic e 1 9  of 25 + Gre en #3 Gray #4 , #7 , #1 3  , #1 8  
9 June 1 972 Five-choic e 1 4  of 20 + Gre en #2 , #3 Gray #3 , #4 , #5 , #7 , #1 2  
#1 3 , #11 5 ,  #1 8 
9 June 1 972 Three-choice 21  of 24 + Green #2 Gray #1 2 ,  #1 5  
1 1  June 1 972 Three-choic e 4 of 5 - Gre en #2 , #3 Gray #3 , #5 , #1 2  , #1 5  
Two-choice 23 of 28 + Green #2 , #3 Gray #3 , #5 , #1 2 , #1 5  
1 1  June 1 972 Two-choice 1 7  of 20 + Green #1 , #4 Gray #1 0 , #1 2 , #1 3 ,  
1 2  June 1 972 Two-choice 1 2  of 1 4  + Green #2 , #4 #1 5 
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